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DEPARTMENTAL COMMI'ITEF. ON TELEGRAPHISTS' CRAMP: 

APPENDIX No. I. 

Report of Medical Sub-Committee 

DEFINITION OF TELEGRAPHISTS' CRAMP. 

Craft neurosis, occupation spasm, trade palsy, are the .various 11ames given to 
indicate a ()'roup of functional disorders which are characterized by a difficulty in the 
p£>rfonnan~e of the specific coordinated movements of certain occupations. 

The occupations in which the affection occurs are, for the most part, complicated 
acts brmwht to perfection by educa1 ion and practice. The form of occupation spasm 
most con~nonlv met with is writers' cramp, but many other forms exist, such as the 
cramp (manuaf and labial) of players of musical instruments (violin, piano, flute, &c.), 
the cramp of cigarette makers, and many others. 

Anv instrument which calls for repeated fine muscular movements of the same 
kind ~1ay involve a relative ''occupation spasm" or "craft neurosis." We have 
associated the term telegraphists' cramp with the disease which brings about a 
difficulty in making the specific coordinated movements needed for a proper manipu
lation of the particular instrument known as the Morse key, but the manipulation 
of the Baudot or Hughes keyboards;;; may similarly bring about their relative cramp 
(analogous to pianists' cramp); and all these three cramps are on parallel lines with 
writers' cramp. The various members of the group can be distinguished from one 
another by the fact that the pain and spasm occur only during use of the particular 
instrument on which the disabled worker has been employed; and disability in the 
use of one instrument does not necessarily imply disability in the use of any other 
instrument. A few exceptions to this general rule have beei1 found in advanced or 
long-standing cases. (See Case 3, Appendix A.) 

In its medical aspect, before any cramp or spasm is. apparent, there may be a stage 
clwracterized by subjective symptoms only, when the operator feels pain or discomfort 
in the operating hand or arm. The pain is referred to various parts of the limb, 
hut it is constant in its time of appearance--that· is, it occurs when the operator 
begins to key or soon afterwards, before any muscular fatigue is possible ; and this 
is the only circumstance which enables this pain to be distinguished from pain caused 
hy fatigue. The operator's electrical reactions are normal, and his muscular and 
nervous condition, so far as can be ascertained, is normal in all respects ; and his 
work does not suffer. There is no visible cramp or spasm; visible cramp or spasm 
may or may not develop ; and, although this condition cannot therefore properly be 
called telegraphists' cramp, we are of opinion that it marks an early stage of the 
disease. 

The characteristic feature of the disease-implied by the term "cramp " itself-is 
an" involuntary violent and painful contraction of the muscles "t ; and throughout the 
telegraph. se~·vice such visible spasm is regarded as the mark of the disease; and 
telegraphists cramp may be defined as a disease of the central nervous system 

characterized by visible spasm of hand and arm during the manipulation of a 
or 

telegraph instrument, and by impairment of the power of making the specific 
co0rdinatell movements needed for such manipulation. 

METHODS OF INVESTIGATION. 

(1) An examination has been made of certain well-marked cases o£ telegraphists' 
r~amp who appeared before the Committee Ior the purpose of demonstrating the 
disorder. 

In all, 1 i cases were examined, all of. whom had been reported as cases of 
telegraphists' cramp. 

• Other telegraph in~truments. 
t Sir J. A. H. Murray's .Xew Engli~h dictionary. 
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In the majority of cases the symptoms ~arne on without any definite. exciting 
cause· but in sewral cases the onset was attnbuted to excess of ~lorse sendmg work, 
e.g., 0~ press wires or speci~lly heavy circuits. . . , 

The length of servtce m those cases_ cons1~lered by us to be true telegraphists 
cramp was long-28, 25,.22, 1~, 19, 15, 1? •. 10, ', 6 years-~n average of 1?.years. 

A very important pomt which was elic1te.d by ou: enqutry was t~e ab1~1ty of the 
subjects of :Morse cramp to perform other a~twns besides ~Iorse marupulation and. to 
use other instruments than the :Morse. Thts, we found, dtd not depend on the total 
length of sen-ice, for operators who had developed cr~mp after many _rears' service 
on the Mvrse were found to be able to use the Hughes mstrument; but m those cases 
where pain and stiffness and spasm had occurred and the operators had continued 
work for long periods while suffering from cramp, movements of the hands, other 
than those used in Morse sending became affected, and the Hughes instrument could 
not be used. 

DifficUlty only in sending on Morse Instrument. 

Period of operating · - 22 years 28 years 12 years 
Period of cramp 2 , 1 year 1 year 

10 years' 
1 year 

TJij)iculty in Morse sending, and other actions of the hands affected so that other 
I nstJ·uments could not be used. · 

Period of operating - 19 years 25 years 19 years 15 years 
Period of cramp - 10 , 15 , 6 , 9 , 

This shows that, where the operator brought his case to notice early, he could be 
usefully employed at the Hughes; but when, in spite of disability, he persisted in 
doing the work, the spasm extended to other actions beyond the special one of Morse 
sending. • 

A most careful examination was made of six of these cases. The nervous system 
was completely investigated and was found to be normal. No muscular wasting and 
no alteration in the electrical reactions was found. No alteration in sensibility of the 
skin of the hand8 or of the deeper structures was discovered. Such a result points 
to the disorder being of a central origin and not to any failure in the muscles or in 
the sensori-motor peripheral mechanism. In Appendix A a full account of six cases 
will be found. 

(2) By order of the Committee, a circular with a set of questions to which answers 
were invited was sent to each of the 8,153 Telegraphists employed either in the 
Central Telegraph Office or on the telegraph side of all provincial offices which have 
a separate telegraph staff. A copy of the fonn employed is contained in Appendix B. 

Answers were received from 7,317 Telegraphists. 836 forms were not returned 
or returned without reply. . 

The answers from the "F" Division of the Central Telegraph Office were first 
examined and tabulated. The Committee chose this division as representing a mean 
between those divisions where Morse working is predominant and those where little 
l\Iorse working is done. 155 Telegraphists (out of 182) answered the questions asked 
and 100 made complaint of difficulty in keying. 0£ the 100 complaints, 14 suggested 
cramp proper, 19 an early subjective stage of cramp, and G7 muscular fatigue or 
other causes of difficulty. 

148 Telegraphists of this division-both those who complained of difficulty 
in manipulation aR well as those who did not, in fact all who were available
were then personally examined by ourselves. Their physical well-being was enquired 
into, the state of their <:trm muscles was examined, and their method of manipulation 
at the ke.y was watcherd., ~ A s:ntence was keyed, printed in :Morse sig!lals on slip, 
and ex:ammed. jir. \\. I. Sm1th, Traffic Manager, and ~lr. R. H. Davis, a member 
of the Committee, kindly assisted us in this part of the examination, and gave us 
the benefit of their expert knowledge. 

The res~l.t of thi~ enqui.ry is sh~wn in Appendix ~· 93 Telegraphists complained 
of some <hlliculty m keymg. 13 of these were found to be affected with the 
malady. Of these 13 cases, seven showed definite spasm in the ri aht hand but in 
the remaining six the disease was in the early or subjective stage~ Ii1 the~e latter 
eases. however, the diagnosis was made after full consideration of the statements 
of the operators and their physic~l condition. The average length of service of these 

r; 4 
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13 operators at the Morse key when disability first appeared i8 15 · 6 .years. It is 
to be particularly noted that, of these 13 officers, not one wa~ d1sable.d from 
performing his allotted dutv. )foreover, some of them, though consciOus of d1fficu1ty, 
yet had not thought that they had cramp. In .all these cases th~ cramp had affect.ed 
the rirrht hand onlv · five of them worked qmte comfortably with the left, and five 
used the left hand 'occasionally to. reliev~ ~he right ; but all were able to ~erfo~ 
their work to the satisfaction of the superv1smg officers. . . ' 

In none of these cases were there any local abnormalities, the muscles were 
healthy and well developed, and there was no loss of power or sensation in the arm 

or hand. · · · f 
In Appendix D is an analysis of the wntten rephes receiVed rom operators 

exclusive of the "F " Division of the Central 'feleg~aph Of?ce. . 
In this analysis an attempt has bee~ made to differentiate between the subJe~ts of 

vi~ible cramp and those whose complamts suggest the presence of the malady m an 
early subjective stage. . . 

The replies''; of the 7,162 telegraphists, whiCh were reviewed with the utmost 
care, show:-

. { 313 cases suggesting ''cramp." 
404 91 , , the early subjective stage of cramp. 

2,360 , of fatigue. 
4,398 , in which no complaint was made. 

7,162 

The firrures show that over one-third of the staff profess to feel more or less 
difliculty i~ manipulation, but it is necessary to emphasize the fact that in most cases 
the difficulty is slight, of a temporary character, and attributable to muscular fatigue 
alone. 

The apswers received from the " F" Division of the Central Telegraph Office 
show a very much larger proportion of complaint. In the 155 forms returned, there 
were 100 cases of complaint; and, in these, 33 answers were returned where the 
difficulty appeared to be due to cramp. The personal investigation made by us 
reduced this to 13 cases. Thus it is probable that the number of operators apparently 
suffering from cramp must be considerably reduced to obtain those who are actually 
cramp subjects. It does not, however, follm., .. that this reduction must be proportional 
to that necessary in the case of the "F " Division, for the answers received from the 
country at large were examined after the personal examination of the "F" Division. 
It is thus possible that the knowledge gained by our examination and comparison of 
the statements made by those telegraphists, and the subsequent personal inspection 
of the men themselves, may have enabled us to make a better discrimination of the 
statements from the country at large. 

The whole of the t417 cases where the replies received and personal examination 
made indicated that the difficulty was apparently due to cramp, are those of operators 
on the Morse key. In the Callie Room of the Central Telegraph Office replies were 
n'ceiwd _from 105 t~legraphistR, and though some complaints of fatigue were made, 
we. con::mlered that m the Cable Room, where Hughes and Baudot instruments are 
mnmly used, true cramp was absent. Hughes and Baudot instruments are little used 
except in the Cable Room, whilst the Baudot instrument has only been introduced 
within the last few years . 

. The above result. seem~ to show that in Enghind the malady is chiefly associated 
WJth prolonged sendmg With t~e Morse key. This is no douht due, in some measure, 
!O .the fact that the Mo.rse ~ey Is the pre~ailing instrument. Partly, as will be shown, 
1 t Is.., due to the fact that Its use necessitates. monotonous and unvarying movements. 
lu berm~ny, where the use of the J:Iughets mstrument is more prevalent, Cronbach 
ha:: descnbed several cases of cramp m workers on the Hughes instrument. 

• Replie:; from staff exclusive of '' F "Division • 
Heplies from "F '' Division • 

Total 

. 7,162 
155 

• 7,317 

t ~ .. ~i~,tfn.r~~liee 8uggesting cramp (excluding those from" F" Division) 404 
• _ Dtn~wn • - - • • • • • _ • • Iii 

Total 417 
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Appendix E shows the length of service in years when difficulty w~s first 
experienced at the )Iorse key. • . . . . . . . 

Of the 417 cases, only 243 an3wered the questiOn de~ln~g With this pomt : 1t Is 

pos;.;ible, had replies been received ~rom all, that the m?dence of. t~e malady as 
regard3 sen•ice would have been ddterent, but the avatlable statisticS show the 
following results :-

Years' Service. Male. Female. 

1- 5 -
6-10 -

11-15 -
16-20 -
21-25 
26-30 

22 
39 
42 
51 
23 
5 

20 
23 
8 
5 
1 

It will be noticed that, in the case o£ the female staff, the malady is more apparent 
at an earlier period of service; and as the result of our investigations we find that 
the affection may seize upon the young telegraphist or on one who has had compara-
tively little manipulation to perform. . . 

Appendix F shows the numher of cramp subJects who are ambidextrous. 
39 officers were ambidextrous before developing cramp, 259 acquired ambidexterity 
after developing cramp, and 117 are not ambidextrou~. . 

Appendix G. sh~ws the number ,of cra~p subJects ":h.o, as learners, !ecer~ed 
regular instructiOn m telegraphy. 1:he subJect of the tmtwn o£ learners IS bemg 
dealt with specially hy the Committee. 

Appendix H has referenee to complaint8 about keys. This subject also is being 
dealt with by the Committee. 

Di8ability arising j1·om, the use o.f the .Pen.;·-In onr examination o.f the 7,317 
replies, we do not find any instance of wnters cramp, though we noticed several 
cases of fatigue and consequent interference with easy penmanship. 

HEMARKS ARISING FROM THE lNVESTIGATW~, INCLUDINl1 A NoTE ON "PREVALENCE." 

In every offic~ there are some telegraphists who make complaint of having 
difficulty in the performance o£ their duty at the 111orse key. It is possible to divide 
these cases of disability into three classes:-

I.-Disability the result of true cramp. 
H.-Disability the result of fatigue. 

III-Disability arising from nervousness o£ temperament, sel£-consciou.sness, 
working at too high a speed when first placed at a circuit, and general 
unsuitability £or telegraphic work. 

I.--Disability the Result of True Cramp. · 
Cases of this character present certain definite symptoms and signs. Pain, aching,. 

or stiffness, or a combination of all, is felt in the. operating arm, which pain may be 
variable in position but is constant in its time of appearance, occurring as eoon 
as, or within a short period after, the operator begins to key, before any fatigue is 
po:)sible. In the more advanced form of the disease visible spasm of fingers, wrist, 
or arm, or of a combination of two or more of these parts, is present. 

I£ the symptoms, which may be regarded as a warning, are neglected, if work at 
the Morse key is persisted in, the feeling of pam, aching, and stiffness may be 
followed sooner or later by some loss of the power of free manipulation. The 
operator finds a difficulty in signalling some particular letter or lette.rs. This mal
coordination becomes persistent, and it cannot be avoided by voluntary effort udess 
the rapidity of the manipulation be greatly redu,~ed. The mal-coOrdination sometimes 
affects the extensor muscles alone, sometimes only the contractions of the flexor 
muscles are altered, but most commonly both. \V e find that the feeling of dis
comfort generally affects the extensor aspect of the forearm first. The fingers may 
next feel a little cramp, but since their position may be varied considerably they 
are not prominently affected. 

The onset of the malady may be sudden. We have examined a telegraphist 
who tolll us that, after a heavy spell of work on the Morse key, he snddenly felt 
"something go wrong" with his right band, that nlruost complete disability for 
signalling followed at once, and that t1en' had been no recovery. This telegraphist 
o~ F 
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is a stron (1' able-bodied man, and his style o£ sending is good ; his manipulation o£ 
the key with the right hand is int_er£ered ~th at once by spasm, and the slip shows 
great irregularity. He performs h1s duty ,w_~th the_le~t hand. . . . 

\Ve may here quote from Dr. Fulton s''' descnptwn of signs displayed by cramp 
subjects, with which we concur. . . • . . 

" The knob of the kev, instead of bemg loosely encircled by the fingers, IS seized 
firmly; the spasm of the. opposing muscles increa~es ; and the movement is gradually, 
transferred from the wnst to the elbow as the higher flexors and extensors come to' 
replace those which are disabled below. I£. the manipulation be persisted in the 
spatnn spreads furth~r and further up the hmb, and every !flUscle that attempts 
the movement is raptdly affected. The elbow, acutely flexed, Is adducted, elevated, 
and carried forwards; and the operator, instead of facing the instrument, sits sideways, 
with his right shoulder bent over the key. The movement is now almost limited to 
the shoulder-joint ; the whole arm makes exaggerated m?veme?-ts ; . the key, inst~ad 
of receivin(!' a tap, gets a heavy blow; and thus the mampulation, mstead of bemg 
nimble and easy, becomes slow, laborious, and painful." 

The following account of a bad case is given by Dr. Fulton :-
" This operator, who had suffered for years, found it necessary to flex the right 

thigh, and, grasping the edge of the table with his left hand, twisted himself over the 
instrument in an attitude eminently ludicrous. Each thump was accompanied by a 
lurch forward of the head and back, and so closely were his mind and energies 
involved that he could only articulate Yes or No in reply to a question. If he had to 
utter a sentence he had to stop his manipulation." · 

We have seen cases presenting exactly similar signs. 
Officers suffering from cramp may continue working at the instrument for years 

(1) by working more or less slowly; (2) by relieving the work of the right hand by 
the use of the left; (3) by varying their method of manipulation of the. key; (4) by 
supporting the elbow; or (5) by holding a small object, such as a pencil, between 
the fingers. One of the most striking features of our enquiry is that a telegraphist 
may continue to do work that will pass muster in spite of very severe cramp. The 
receiving telegraphist will be able to understand the "sounder" although the sender 
may be writhing in contortions as he sends, and his slip will be almost illegible. In 
many cases cramp is confined to the right hand, the telegraphist being able to u~e 
the left hand for months or years, but in many cases the left han'd becomes affected 
eventually. 

The pain, or spasm, or both combined, never disappear or grow less if the work 
of the right hand is persisted in. The condition tends to grow worse. 

In addition, besides spreading to other limbs, the spasm may spread to other 
actions, and the power to perform acts of a less fine character may be impaired or 
lost-the power to hold a pen, to button clothing, to lace boots, to use a knife and 
fork, a needle, a razor, a walking stick--'speeimens of all these disabilities have been 
met with. 

It. is probable that only an extremely small proportion are totally disabled from 
Morse sending. The incidence of the affection among telegraphists generally appears 
to be no more than that of writers' cramp among copyists, and the two conditions are 
strictly comparable. 

qrarnp may affer.t any Morse telegraphist ; it is not necessary to be of a neuras
!hemc te~perament or of poor physique to fall a victim to it, though its incidence 
1s more hkely to fall on people of poor or impaired health, of poor physique, or of 
nervous temperament. 

In making a. diagn.osis we a~e of opinion that it is necessary firstly to be satisfied 
that t~1~ complamant IS a qualified telegraphist (that is, that he has passed the stage 
0~ tmt10n and has taken duty at a circuit), next that there is an absence of loc.al 
dJsPase. 

The pronouncement of _the Home Office Committee indicates that, for the purposes 
of the Act, the malady whic~ .should be viewed as cramp is that in which there is au 
ab~ence of loral abnormalities. "Telegraphists' cramp might be confused with 
:: te.mporar~ ?r permanent redurtio~ of manipulntive skill, or local muscular weakness, 

w1th nt>tmt1s and other nervous disorders, and even with rheumatism." 
. Since ~elegra.phists' cramp ~s c~aracterized by visible spasm, it should be possible 
f-:, 1letermme by personal exammatwn of the staff whether an officer is affected or not. 
Thi:; per:;•)nal examination should be conducted by a medical officer in conjunction 

• See ~;ection on •• Literature," page 45. 
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with a telegraphic expert. The telegraphic expe1:twoul.d .point out bad st1l~ of mani
pulation, distinguishing a had st~:le due ~o defective tralll~ng or .Personalidi?s.yncn~sy · 
from a bad stde due to difficulty lll sendmg; and the medical officer would distlllgmsh 
difficulty due to cramp from difficulty ?ue t~ local causes, such as muscular ~eak~ess, 
rheumatism, or neuritis, or to generalized diseases of the nervous system whiCh nught 
oimulate cramp. 

A detennination of the early subjective stage would be more difficult. The medical 
officer must needs trust the good faith of the telegraphists concerned, and to detect 
malin<J'ering his medical skill musL be supplemented by his general shrewdness. 
Thert might often be no reason to doubt a telegraphist's statement, but a neuras
thenic telegraphist might believe difficulties to be real which existed only in his 
imagination, and occasionally an officer who wished to give up operatiYe work might 
feign the symptoms of cramp. 

We feel that we cannot do better at this point than quote in full the portion of 
Dr. Fulton's paper which describes the .Morse instruwent and the physiology of the 
movements attaching to the work of the operator. 

"'l'he 1\lorse.-This is the common instrument The transmitting part, 
called the 'key,' consists esRentially of a lever moving on a hinge fulcrum. The 
proximal arm is surmounted by a knob, and is kept elevated by a spring which 
depresses the distal arm. The manipulation consists in' a succession of depressions of 
the proximal arm against the resistance of the spring. The range of movement of t.l.te 
kev varies from about -.(2 to t, or even ! of an inch, and the resistance of the spring 
vui·ies from two to four ounces::• The thumb, index, and middle fingers of the right 
hand are applied somewhat loosely to the knob, and are held more or less rigid in a 
position of tiexion and opposition ; but they may be varied a little. The movement is 
one of flexion and extension, and takes place chiefly at the wrist, but slightly at the 
elbow, and in part also at the metacarpo-phalangeal joints of the index and medius; 
these fingers being slightly raised from the knob between each group of con
tractions which form a letter. The muscles ealh~d into play in the upward movement 
are the extensors of the carpus and of the digits, particularly that part of the common 
extensor which commands the index and medius, and the special extensor of the index. 
The extensors of the thumb are also involved. The downward movement is produced 
by the flexors of the carpus and of the digits, especially those portions of the common 
flexors which act on the index aud medius. And, further, since these fingers and the 
thumb are maintained in a position of flexion and opposition, there is slight, constant, 
but variable contraction of the adductor, opponens, and tlexores pollicis of the carpal 
extensors and of the flexors of the digits mentioned. It is probable that the interossei 
and lumbricales are also brought into operation. The triceps and the flexors of the 
forearm are also implicated. Each depression of the key establishes an electric current.. 
which, flowing along the wire to the receiving instrument, passes into a coil enclosing 
a soft iron core, which, therefore, is transformed into a magnet so long as the current 
continues. Suspended on a hinge above the coil is a horizontal lever, the proximal 
end of which bears an armature which is pulled down every time the core is 
magnetised, and is elevated in the intervals by a spring. The distal arm carries a 
thin revolving wheel, and this wheel, while partially immersed in an' ink·well 'below, 
comes into relation above with a strip of paper kept moving at a definite rate by means 
of clockwork. Thus, it will be observed that the transmitting lever and the recording 
lever move synchronously and in unison. Each time the key is depressed the core is 
magnetised, .and the ink-wheel, pressing against the running slip, produces a linear 
mark whose length is equal to the duration of the depression of the key, and, therefore, 
to the duration of the flexor contraction. Similarly, the length of the interruptions 
between the linear marks represents the duration of the elevation of the key, that is, 
of the extensor contractions. Hence it follows that the recording slip presents us with 
an accurate myographic picture of the number, kind, duration, and relativity of 
succession of the muscular contractions. 

"For instance, the word 'telegraph'-
t e l e g r a p h - . ·-·· . --· ·-· ·- ·--· .... 

requires fifteen short a.nd ei.ght long flexor contractions, and fourteen short and ninef 
long extensor contractwns, m an order represented above. The alphabet of the MorR~ 

• .. Yolc.-\\:i.th Jou!Jle-cur~eut keys t.he play now given i~ 1
1
6 of an inch, anJ less than that with 11 iugle

"nrrcut keys. I he ~prmg re~tSiance \'anes at pre,-ent from 4 to 10 oz. Tile Committee are Je~iroue of i!~"· 
ge~tiug a atanJarJ ran~e of 8priug re~istan"e. "' 

t Eight loug coutra.:tioul! for the ~paces between letters and a still longer one for the word 8pace. 
\) -..;;;11 G 
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language is . . made up of two types of flexor and three types of extensor 
contractions. . . . . 

"The limitation of the range of movement, the great number o£ the contractions, 
their rapidity, difference of duration, and variabi~ity o~ succession, constitute . the 
important and differential features of the l\lorse manrpulatwn. When the contractwns 
are properly coorcli_nated we get what may be called the normal Morse languag.e." . 

A reeent expenment by ourselves, based on an average o£ 20 words a mmute, 1_s 
described in the following paragraph. 

Assumine1 that a telegraphist works at the rate o£ 20 words, each of five letters, 
in a minute (an averao-e rate of transmission), it is found by experiment, taking the 
dot as the unit and the word "telegraph" as a basis for the relative proportion of 
dots to dashes, that the number of contractions per minute and the time occupied in 
each c(}ntraction is as follows:-

Short 
Long 

Flexor Contractions. 
-· 165, each lasting 0·06 per second. 

88, , o· 2 , 

Extensor Contractions. 
Short - 154, each lasting 0 · 06 per second. 
Long 88, , 0 · 2 , 
Longer 20, , 0 · 3 , 

Th ns in one minute there are 253 flexor contractions and 262. extensor contractions ; 
that is to say, 515 different muscular contractions must occur in one minute when 
t->endine1 on Morse at the rate of 20 words a minute. 

Of 
0

course, this rate does not continue, periods o£ rest from telegraphing inter
vening between the active muscular movements. In Appendix I. is a comparative 
statement o£ the movements made per minute by typists and telegraphists respectively, 
which has been worked out independently by Mr. Purves, a member of the Committee. 
From this it will be seen that a telegraphist on the Morse instrument makes more 
than twice as many movements per minute as a typist. 

CAUSE OF TELEGRAPHISTS' CRAMP .• 

Cramp is the result of a weakening or breakdown in the central controlling 
mechanism of the brain, resulting in spasm and incoordination o£ the muscles ,vhich 
perform the specific act of telegraphy. . · 

It is possible for telegraphists to suffer from cramp as a result of working on 
any telegraphic instrument. In the United Kingdom the Morse key is the common 
in::-trument used, and the vast majority of cases o£ cramp are found in telegraphists 
working on this key. It has been shown that the use of this key requires a very 
large number of muscular contractions with a very limited range of movement and 
character. It is possible that these facts may influence the occurrence of cramp in 
workers on the Morse key. However, in Germany cases of cramp on the Hughes 
instrument seem not uncommon. It is probable from our knowledge of craft neuroses 
iu geneml that the mal:vly may arise during work on auy instrument, but there seems 
grouwl for thinking that Morse working may specially predispose to cramp for the 
reasons stated above. . 

The conclu.,ion that the central nervous mechanism is at fault has been reached 
as the result of our examination of a large number of cases of cramp. .l'he muscles 
of the telegraphists affected were perfectly healthy, and gave· the normal reactions to 
electrical stimulation. Sensibility o£ the skin and deeper structures of the hands was 
quite nonnal. No symptoms or signs pointed to an affection of the nerves, or of the 
arms or hands. Thus, by a process o£ exclusion, we conclude that the central nervous 
nwthanism must be at fault. _ 

. To the view that the central nervous mechanism is at fault an objection has been 
r<Hsed because of the undoubted fact that the subject of cramp complains of pain in 
the aii_.:c.ted arm at _an early stage o£ the disease. It has, therefore, been argued that 
the ~r1gm of the d1s~ase must be a local one. As far as our investigations carry us~ 
we ti!l~ that there Is no change whatever in the state o£ the skin ; and the pain 
compuuued of always set>med to us to be situated in the muscles and not in the skin 
itself. It must be ~emembe_red_ that the muscles are structures containing sensory 
nervt>s; and over-actw~, str~m, 1ll-balan?ed movf'rnents, or spasm will stimulate these 
sensory nerves, and pam will he experienced which will be referred to the muscles 
at!~\: ted. We consider that the origin of the disease is a we~kening of or a breakdown 
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in the controlling mechanism in the lfrain, and th!s breakdo~vn results in over-action 
and incoordination of the muscles which are used m the particular act of tel~graphy, 
and that it is these irregular strains in the muscles which are the cause of the 
pain experienced by the cramp subject in his hand and arm. 

The fact that the malady is apt to attack the left hand if persistently used after 
the right hand has become affected, and that it may spread to other limb::;, and in 
a(J'O"ravated cases to other actions, is also a strong argument in favour of the disorder 
b~fng of central origi?-. . . . . . 

This breakdown m the central controlling mecharusm of the bram IS essentially 
different from muscular fatigue. The latter may affect a perfectly healthy tele
graphist, and s~pervenes. upon a. prolonge~ period of work. After a !lig~t's rest, 
however, all pam and stiffness w1ll have disappeared, and .the telegraphist IS able to 
perform his ordinary duty without any trouble on the followmg day. 

In the subject of cramp, however, the disability is often experienced as soon as 
the key is touched, i.e., long before any fatigue o£ the muscles could have developed. 
At the same time we consider that muscular fatigue, when endured over long periods, 
is an important provocative cause of the central breakdown. A nervous disposition, 
outside worry, and sudden extra strain may also be fther factors which may induce 
the onset of telegraphists' cramp. The constitutiona state of the operator must be 
taken into consideration equally with the act of telegraphy as a caus~ o£ cramp; the 
first may be regarded as the predisposing cause, and the second as the exciting cause, 
of the condition. 

II.-D_isability the Result of Fatigue. 

Cases of this character were met with in this enquiry. These must be differentiated 
carefully from those of disability due to cramp. 

The cases of disability arising from fatigue may be divided into two classes:-
(1) Fatigue without local aggravating causes. 
(2) Fatigue with local aggravating causes. 

(1) Fatigue without Local Aggravating Causes:-
(a) Of the healthy. , 
(b) Of the ne1lrasthenic, alcoholic, and of those temporarily weakened by 

ill-health. 

(2) F'atigue with Local Aggravating Causes :-
(a) Local Personal Causes.-Brachial neuritis, tenosynovitis, rheumatic or gouty 

affections of the upper limb, ganglions, accidents to the a1m with 
resulting weakness or impairment of power, bad style of manipulation 
(the result of bad tuition or acquirement of a bad style), or want of 
practice from various causes such as changes of duty and transfer to 
other branches. 

(b) Mechanical Causes.-Faults in keys (bad adjustment of the amount of play 
in the signalling lever and of the spring tension), the holding of pencils, 
manifolding, faulty arrangement of seats and tables in height, alleged 
faulty positions of keys in quadruplex circuits, insufficiency of space on 
tables, and faulty position of keys on table. 

In the case of fatigue without aggravating causes, the arm-ache which follows 
is of temporary or occasional character, appearing after some hours of duty, and 
disappearing after a night's rest, or with improved health, or with return of skill after 
practice; if, however, aggravating causes exist, uisappearauce of the symptoms 
follows only on improvement in the local disease of the muscles or nerves, or on 
correction of the manipulative or mechanical faults. 'fhe fatigue in these cases is 
of local origin; jerkiness or illegibility may appear as the result of the conditions; 
but these do not appear until the arm is tired. · 

In any given case personal, local, and mechanical causes may be combined as 
aggravating causes producing fatigue. 

The question of overtime as a cause of fatigue has been carefully considered by 
us. We found that th~ busier months of the year were June, July, August, and 
Septe.mber, and that m the Central Telegraph Office the greatest amount of 
o\·ertnne performed by any one officer during this 1)eriod ·was somewhat over two
hour~ a day, ~nd that upon th~ average officers r~rely performed OYer one hour a Jay 
O\'ertu~le. \\ e therefore consider that the overtime worked does not appt>ar to Le 
ex~es~1ve, but we would suggest that- a careful watch be kept by the suptrv.ising 
officers to l3ee that no operator performs an excessive amount of overtime. 

G2 
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Ill.-Di8ability arising from nervousnes8 of temperament, self-consciousness, 
work at too high a speed when first placed on circuit, 

and general unsuitability for teleg1·aphic work. 

Disability from thes~ causes is _found in young operators when _first entering 
upon their period of service as established workers. Several cases of this nature were 
brouo-ht before the Committee and were examined by them. Moreover, during our 
exan~nation of the "F" division, in conjunction with telegraphic experts who have 
been in the service of the Post Office for many years, we were much struck with the 
fact that several cases of cramp which we examined had been known to' one of them 
(.Mr. Smith) during their whole telegraphic career. In several of_these cramp cases he 
said that the operators affected had never been expert telegraphists ; he had 'Watched 
them through their entire career, and had attribut.ed the. onset of cramp in large 
measure to the fact that they had never been expert m sendmg. We have reason to 
think that certain shaped hands are unsuitable for telegraphic work, and that many 
telegraphists, after going through their period of learning and their period of probation, 
are not suitable for telegraphic work, and are thus more liable to develop cramp 
durin(}' their career. It would therefore be advisable that, after three or six months' 
tuitio~, a report should be made primarily by a telegraphic expert, and later, if 
necessary, by an ex~erienced medical officer in conj~nction with him, with a. view to 
cominO' to a conclusiOn whether or not the learner Will probably be able to discharge 
hi~ duties efficiently as a telegraphist. 

About 5 per cent. of cases are recommended for rejection by the medical officers of 
the Post Ofuce at the medical examination which precedes appointment. It should 
be noted, hO\,"ever, that, of 76 candidates so rejected during the last two years, 24, or 
about one-third, were admitted to the service after appealing to the Civil Service 
Con1missioners. 

PREVENTION OF CRAMP. 

For prevention of cramp we submit the following suggestions for consideration. 
These suggestions may be grouped under three heads:-

(A) Suggestions as to the selection and tuition of can~idates for 
telegraphic situations. 

l. Careful selection of the staff on appointment, and a thorough examination by 
a meuical officer aud a telegTaphic expert during the probationary period. This 
examination should be specially directed to the exclusion of learners with temperamental 
or physical unfitness. . 

2. A previous kno,\rledge of typing is to be recommended as some indication of an 
aptitude for telegraphic work. 

3. Ambidexterity of learners should be encouraged. 
4. Improvements may be made in the method of tuition and in the organization of 

the teaching in schools. 

(B) Organization of general work. 
1. Limitation of the hours of Morse sending. 
2. Alternation of instruments. 
3. Encouragement of the staff to report symptoms of difficulty in sending as soon 

as possible. 
4. Attention to general health. -

(C) Improvements in instruments and apparatus. 
1. Regular adjustment of instruments by skilled officers. 
2. Standa~dization of the Fot'lnge of spring resistance in the keys. 
3. CorrectiOn of faulty arrangements in desks and chairs. 
We haYe shown that the nervous breakcl<:Jwn known as telegraphists' cramp is the 

result of two factors, one .a nenro~s instability of the operator, and the other the 
occurrenca of ~rolonged. fatl~ue d'?-rmg the complicated muscular movements required 
for llorse sendmg. Th1s fatigue Is relative to the nervous state of the operator and 
not to the amount of work performed. 

If the conditions which lead to fatigue and are above enumerated can be remedied 
tht) personal factor alone remains as a cause of cramp· and this can only be elim.inated 
by a eareful and judicious selection of the staff. ' 
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LITERATlJRE. 

The ear1iest description of tdegraphists' cramp as a specific disease was by 
~I. Onimus.r,; in Belgium in 11)i5. He gaYe a clear account o£ the symptoms and 
associated the complaint with the use of the ..\Iorse key. He says, " Cette affection 
" ne serait pas tres rare parmi les employes au telegraphe, surtout pour ceux qui 
'' se sen·ent couotamment du telegraphe ~Iorse; ils la desiguent entre eux par 
" !'expression de mal teh~graphique." }I. Onimus recormnended alternate duties 
upon the Hughes and 1Iorse iustr~nnents as a preventive measure. ,~ 

In August 1882 Edmund Robmson,t 1\l.R.C.S., surgeon to the General Post Office 
at Leeds, read a paper before the British lfedical Association upon £our cases of 
telegraphists' cramp. The cases are clearly described, and it is noted that all were 
"·orkers on the Morse instrument. 1Ir. Robinson points out the similarity of this 
complaint to the previously well-recognized cases o£ writers' cramp. In the same 
year (1882) a report was made on the subject of telegraphists' cramp by the chief 
medical officer of the Post Office. Two years later Dr. Fulton,+ who had been a 
telegraphist in the Edinburgh Post Office, described§ th~ disease. Dr. Fulton 
appears to have had much experience of telegraphists' cramp, which, he stated, was 
probably more common than was generally supposed. Isolated cases have been 
reported by observers in several countries, but in 1903"an exhaustive monograph on 
the "occupation neurosis of telegraphists" was published by Dr. E. Cronbach.jl 
He describes 17 cases which he had observed in Dr. Mendel's hospital in Berlin, 
and points out that only three of these were Morse \Yorkers, while 14 worked on the 
Hughes instrument. He shows clearly that there is a form of telegraphists' cramp due to 
continuous working on the Hughes instrument, and argues strongly that substitu
tion of the Hughes ,instrument for the )lorse would have no effect in preventing the 
occurrence of cramp among telegraphists. 

20th December 1910. 

, APPENDIX A. 

H. THEODORE THOMI'SON. 
JOliN SINCLAIR. 

DETAILS OF SIX CASES OF TELEGRAPHISTS' CRA:YP SPECIALLY EXAMISED HY 

THE SuB-COMMITTEE. 

Case 1.-H istory.-Male, age 39. Learnt telegraphy in the London Telegraph 
School; was in the school for 14 weeks. )Iorse operator for 22 years. For the firot 
20 years no symptoms of any kind; was always considered an efficient operator. 
Had been selected for special duty on account of his efficiency. Had always been in 
a busy commercial division, but had not had any special strain before the first 
appearance of the symptoms. The first symptoms appeared two years ago, when he 
hegan to lose flexibility, and telegraphy became such an effort that he continually 
felt he wanted to rest his arm. No sharp pain, but a dull ache, felt only \Yhen keying. 
Ko outside worry. No complaint had been made of his work; brought his case 
under notice himself. Taught himself to key with the left hand after his right became 
affected, but the same sensation appeared in the left hand after a time ; could key, 
but not so fast. 

Health.-Good; absent for 14 days only in 22 years. 
Family History.-Good. 
~resent Condition.-Has not been employed on manipulative work for some time, 

b~t _1s not ?ut of pr~ctice, Sen~ing with his right hand now cau?es ser~ous pain. 
\\ h1le sendmg he gnps the key tightly and seems lmable to release It, making undue 
pauses between the words. He holds hisknee tightly with his left hand and woves 
~,is head, left ~houl~er, back, an~, in fact, his .whole body, in unison with his sending. 
lhe whole attitude 1s one of stram and excessive muscular movement. 

• Gazette )leJit•ale de Pari~, 187.3, p. 175. • 
t Briti~h )[etlical .Journal, 1882, Xovemloer 4th. 

, ! T., W. Fulton, ,lry., F.R.S.E., Scie~tific SuperiutenJcut of H.:.\1. Fishery Board, Scotland, who ba.t~ 
klntily gm:n u~ perun~ston to quote from hts article. 

§ Edinbur;!h Clinical and Pathologieal ,Journal, 188!. 
~ Archiv flir Psychiatric, 1903, s. 2!3. 
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He has no difficulty in using his hand for any other· action than telegraphy; can 
write, · punch/' work with-the Gell perforator and Hughes keyboard instrument, and 
use knife and fork. 

Digestive System.-Normal 
r ascular System.-N onual. 
Respiratory System.-Normal. 
Nerwus System.-So tremor, no incoordination, no abnormality in myotatic 

irritabilitr, no tenderness of nerves, no impairment of sensibility to touch or pain. 
Jluscles.~Ko atrophy; small muscles well developed in both hands. Electrical 

reactions normal to faradism and galvanism : K 0 0 > A 0 0 : by dynamometer 
ri aht hand 210, left hand = 200. 

0 

Cranial Nert,es.-1\lovement of eyes, tongue, and face normal. State of pupils 
nonnal; reaction to light and accommodation good. Optic discs normal. 

Case 2.-Hi.~tory.-Male, Rge 43. Learnt telegraphy in the London Telegraph 
School; was in the school seven weeks. l\lon;e operator for 28 years, with an interval 
of six or seven years when he was on counter duty. This occurred after 10 years' 
~:;erviCe. , 

He had been employed on busy circuits. He had no special strain before the 
difficulty commenced, but about four years previously he was employed on a cycle of 
duties which consisted entirely of keying, and afterwards he had more sending to do 
than any other kind of work. · 

Difficulty commenced in 1908, after 26 years' service. He first had a feeling of 
tireuuess and loss of suppleness, followed by difficulty in forming certain letters
q, p, c, v. He had no actual pain until April 1909, when he noticed also that his 
hand would slip off the key. By June the pain had become so bad that he brought 
the matter under notice. Anticipation of keying caused uneasiness, and the pain 
started a few minutes after he commenced work. There was a continuous dull pain, 
and occasional sharp pains, from his fingers to his shoulder. He even had the pains 
at night, waking up with them. When his difficulty was brought under notice he 
was relieved of keying duties ; and 10 weeks afterwards all trouble left him and he 
has had no pains since. It was reported that no complaints had been made as to the 
quantity or quality of his sending. 

Ilcalth.-He stated that, apart from his difficulty in, manipulation and the 
con~equent anxiety, his health had been good. The official records show an absence 
of :lj days for influenza in 1907 and eight single days since 19U6. 

Family Ilistory.--Good. 

Present Condition.-Stated that he has tried to use his left hand, but he is too olcl 
to Leeome expert with it and it soon becomes tired. He bas no difficulty in punching, 
or in writing, even for long periods. He has no difficulty in any other actions besides 
~lorse keying. He has been practising on the Gell perforator, but is not yet expe~t. 
lie hns not learned the Hughes. Is almost a total abstainer. SmoketS weekly three 
to fuur ounces oi light tobacco. He cycles and is fond of photography and fishing. 

Stntes tha! he followetl the style of manipulation he had bet>n tm1ght jn the 
~~-I!Uul. . ll.e chd not grip the key or }~old it rigidly before tlle trouble commenced. 
1 ht~ gnppmg of the key at the present time was the result of the spasm. While 
kt-ywg mon•s ann, shoulder, and head, steadies himself with the left hand on the 
t;~h~e or o~ the lef! leg. Hespire~; jerkily and breathes in a ~hort, catchy manner; has 
lhtliculty m rdeasmg the key. 

Diyestice System.-~ormal. 

l"ascular Sy~tem.-Xormal. 

NapiratonJ Sy.~tem.·--Sormal. 
• 

~·o-colls ~y.~tem.-1:::. rather of a nervous type of man, dark and thin; no headaches, 
~v il_t~; ::;u1rers son.le~'·.hat from sleeplessness ; no tremor, no incoordination, no 
w.pamll~·ut uf St:'nslbJhty to touch or pain. JlyotatiG irritabilitu-patellar tendon 
rd.kx glib: no ankle c·lunus. 
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Jfu8cle.'l.-~o atrophy. Small muscles well developed in both hands. Electrical 
reactions not·mal to faradism and galvanism. By dynamometer, right hand = 115; 
left hand = 100. 

Cranial Xert:cH.-No abnormality. Optic discs normal. 

Co.<Je 3.-History.-Male, age 36. Began in l889 as a telegraphist at the age of 15 
in the provinces, where he was employed ou the single·needle instrument. He 
lea~·ncd the sounder in 1891, and has been a Morse operator for 19 years. He stated 
that he had no regular instruction, but picked up a knowledge of telegraphy himself 
as best he could. He was transferred to London in 189±, and he was then said to be 
"a very free telegraphist.'' He applied for employment on special news wires in 
Fleet Street where he remained until about 1901. He worked from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. 
for six days 'a week, and his duties consisted of sending only. He received extra-duty 
pay for the long attendance, and an additional bouus if he sent more than a certain 
quantity of news. 

He states that he used to grip the key in order to send firmly. After his difficulty 
be_gan he tried sending in various ways, varying his style of manipulation. 

-He first experienced difficulty in sending with his right hand 10 years ago, after 
nine years of employment on .Morse working, and the difficulty has been growing 
worse for the last seven years. At the commencement his hand was stiff for the first 
half-hour or so after coming on duty, but the stiffness then passed off and his arm 
was affected by a dull pain and tired feeling. He first had difficulty in sending the 
letter 0, and the difficulty gradually extended to other letters. 

Health.-Pneumonia six years ago. Absent for a week on account.of neurasthenia 
two years ago. 

Family Histoty.-Gaod. 
Present Conclition.--He now feels a dull pain in his .arm as soon as he prepares 

to begin operating ; but he feels no pain, even if he adopts the same attitude, if he 
is not engaged on manipulative work. Employment on manipulative work causes 
him to have bad headaches, and interferes with his general health. He performs 
the action of sending and fancies he hears the sounder in his sleep. His recreation 
is walking; he does not engage in any other outdoor exercise, and since his trouble 
he has walked more than before. · 

His messages on slip are often illegible, but his sending is perfectly readable ou 
the 1\Iorse sounder. During the seven years that he has experi!fnced difficulty no 
complaint as to his sending has been made either by his superintendents or from , 
the offices to which he has worked. 

While keying there is excessive action of the hand, forearm, and shoulder. The 
head also is jerked rhythmically with the arm. He steadies his head by holding 
his chin with his left hand, his left elbow resting on the table. The position of the 
hand on the key is fair, but the thumb is jerked off the key at each movement; and 
there is spasm of the fingers, which refuse to release the key. He has no trouble 
in writing unless he is writing for a long time. 

For the last five years he has used the left hand. He rests the left forearm on 
the table, and uses either the third or little finger of the left hand to depress the 
key with a scraping action. Soon after. st~rting, w~ilst demonstrating his malady, 
the whole body was affected by spasmodic Jerks whiCh shook the table at whif:h he 
was operating. 

lie has difficulty in using his left hand for other actions· than manipulation, as 
for instance, in using a knife and fork or winding up the spring of a Morse printer: 
On attempting to pick up a pin the left hand becomes rigid, and rapid fine tremor 
occurs. He was tried for a time on the Hughes, the Gell perforator, and the Yetman 
instruments, but he had difficulty with his left hand and had to be relieved from 
the work. He has difficulty in using his left hand whatever operative duties he 
performs. · 

Digestit'e Systcm.-Normal. 
Vascul.ar System.-·-Xormal. 
Respiratory System.-Kormal. 
Netrous Sy8tem.-Well developed; not a nervous type of man· no incoordination· 

no impairment o! ~en:sibi~i~y to touch or pain; no tenderness of' nerves; sphincter~ 
normal. Jlyotattc 1rrttabd1ty-patellar tendon reflexes very glib; no ankle clonus .. 
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Jluscles.-Verv muscular. Tendency to spasm in the left arm on any voluntary 
effort, bnt no sp~lsticity. Electrical _reac~ions normal to faradism and galvanism; 
K C C >AU C. By dynamometer, nght hand= 200, left hand 190. 

Cmnial nen:es.__:Normal. Optic discs normal. 

Case 4.-llistory.-niale, age 41. Taught himself telegraphy; did not learn in 
a school. He was first emploved at a railway office, where he worked the Morse 
instrument. He always had ~ free style of sending, and never gripped the key. 
Morse operator for 25 years. 

Ue first began to experience difficulty about 15 years ago, after 12 years' employ-
ment on manipulative work. 

He found his,right ann tire after about half-an-hot~r's ~ending, and began ~o learn 
to use his left hand. He gradually lost control of h1s nght hand for sendmg, not 
over certain letters but generally. Pain was not felt until a later stage. The pain 
commenced at base of thumb and extended to his neck. He had also pains in the 
head. Difficulty in writing and keying commenced about the same time. He tried 
to use his left hand for writing, but was unsuccessful. He had pains in his side as 
a result of using his left hand. Called attention to his difficulty in writing h1 
July 1909. 

II ealth. -Good. 
Family HistV'ry.-Good. 
Present Conditiun.-Spasm is not pronounced, and there is no marked action 

of hand, elbow, or shoulder; at times the elbow moves a little; body does not move. 
He has difficulty in using his right hai1d for other actions than writing and keying. 
lie has pain and stiffness in "punching" ; and he cannot use the Gell, Yetman, and 
Hughes instruments owing to short fingers. In digging he has lost control of his 
right hand at times, experiencing a sudden momentary pain, and he then has to 
stop and rest. Can shave, use knife and fork, &c. 

In October last he could not be employed on any instrument, and employment 
on night circulation duties was suggested. He has been employed on night circu
lation duties for the last six months. 

Drinks about 1 pint of malt liquor daily, and smokes about 3 ounces of a tobacco 
mixture weekly. 

Digestive System.-Normal. 
Vascular System.-Normal. 
Respiratory System.-Normal. 

Nervous System.-No headache; no fits; sleeps well; no incoordination; no 
impairment of sensibility to touch or pain. Sphincters normal. Myotatic i?·rit.ability--
normal. · 

Jlw~clcs.--Well developed in both arms and hands. Electrical reactions normal. 
By dynamometer, right hand = 160, left hand === 150. 

Cnmial Nerves.-Normal. Optic discs normal. 

, Ca.se 5.-;-Histm·y. .:Hale, age 43. ·was taught telegraphy in. the London 
I Plegraph ~chool, entenng at the age o£ 15 : TI"as in the school for three months. 
llorse operator for 28 years. · 
. lie was empl?yed f~r eight years at the Commercial Sale Rooms, where hal£ his 
tlm~ was occup1~d w1t~ counter duties and half with telegraphy. He was never 
E>UbJected. to spe~1al stram,_ but exerted himself to send as much as possible. 

He has ~ad discomfort 111 sending for about five or six years. It began with loss of 
co~t:oi, which was general and not over certain letters. He states that his style was 
or1gmally free, ~nd that h~ did not then grip the key. To regain control he gripped 
the key, and th1s led to pam. He tauO'ht himself to send with his left hand about 
three years ago to relieve his right hand but his left hand is now failina as the other one 
L.ad done. T~e d~fficulty w~th the left hand is not yet so pronou;ced as with his 
nght hand. 1 he fingers go mto spasm and stretch out stiff. 

llealth.-Good. 
Family History.-Good. 
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Present Condition.-Re has stiffness in using his right hand for other actions than 
keying. He has difficulty in writing, in "punching," and in using the Hughes 
instrument. He cannot control the right hand; is unable to change a gas mantle; 
has spasm before shaking hands; in using a knife, grasps the handle tightly; has 
difficulty in buttoning his waistcoat. 

'Vhile keying a spasm of the right h~nd is. seen ; t~e elbow and shoulder move too 
much. He manipulates the key by tappmg With the httle finger. 

Drinks about one pint of malt liquor daily, and smokes about It ounces of tobacco 
weekly. 

Digestive System.-Normal. 
Vascular System.-Normal. 
Respiratory System.-Normal. 
Nervous System.-Small man of a somewhat nervous type. Sleeps well; no 

incoordination, no impairment of sensibility to touch or pain. Myotatic irritability
normal. 

Mwdes.--Normal development. Electrical reactions normal. By dynamometer, 
right hand = 162, left hand = 190. 

Cranial Nerves.-Normal. Optic discs normal. 

Case 6.--History.-Female, age 27. Learned telegraphy in the London Telegraph 
School, and was certified to be a qualified telegraphist at the end o£ her probation in 
April 1901. She stated that she sent in the approved manner, and did not grip 
the key. 

She first experienced difficulty in keying in 1906 or 1907. She was then 
employed in a division where there was a great deal of continuous sending. On one 
occasion she sent as many as 45 or 50 messages in an hour. About six o'clock one 
day her right hand failed suddenly and she was unable to form letters. She then 
took to using her left hand to relieve her right hand. 

About six months later she began to have difficulty in writing also. 
In December 1907 her difficulty in writing was brought under notice by the 

medical officer, and exemption from duties involving continuous writing was given 
for three months. It was not known ofbcially that she had any difficulty in sending. 

In June 1908 she was understood to have recovered; but she now states that the 
recovery was not complete, and that she continued to have some little pain and stiffness 
in her arm. She was then employed in a division where sending and receiving duties 
were about equal, and where duty at the intercommunication switch afforded relief 
from sending. In October 1909 her former difficulty was said no longer to exist. 

She has since been employed in another division until about a fortnight ago; and 
she states that the return to a full day's manipulative work (hal£ sending, half 
receiving) has led to a recurrence o£ the difficulty. 

Health.-Good. 
Family History.·-Good. 
P1·esent Condition.-Sending now causes pain in the hand and forearm starting 

from the thumb, and if sending is persisted in it causes tremor. She experiences 
the pain in other actions besides keying-in wTiting, in using a needle or a knife 
and fork. 

Digestive System.-Normal. 
v·ascular System.-Normal. 
Respiratory System.-Normal. 
Ne1·vous System.-No incoordination, no impairment of sensibility to touch 

or pain. Myotatic irritability-normal. 
Muscles.-Normal development. Electrical reactions normal. By dynamometer, 

right hand = 60, left hand = 7 5. 
Cranial Nen:cs.-Normal. Optic discs normal. 

0 9.'.ii9 H 
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APPENDIX B. 

CoPY o£ circular sent to Telegraphists employed in the Central. rl'elegraph Office 
and in large provincial offices with a separate telegraph staff. 

M~~---~-
A Committee is at present sitting to enquire into the prevalence and causes o£ the 

di!'ease known as Telegraphists' Cramp and to report what means may be adopted for 
~h pre,·ention. . 

.\lthouo·h satisfied that the great majority of the staff is quite free from this 
tronlJle, this Committee feels it to be very important in the interests of the operators 
themselves that the actual number of persons, male and female, who feel whilst 
kt>ying, any symptom~, even .though. not severe, of pain, loss of control o~er the 
imtrmnent, or other difficulty m sendmg, should be known. 

It i~ earnestly reqne~ted that yo.u will.be good e11ough to assist the Uommittee by 
answermg the enclosed hst of questiOns w1th care and absolute accuracy, and handina 
the form immediately to your Superintendent sealed in the accompanying envelope. 

0 

The form need not be signed if you specially wish that your name should not be 
known; nor is it essential that the answers should be in your own handwriting. The 
~Sole object of the Committee i~ the compilation of careful statistics. 

S. A. PATERSON, 
28th April, 1910. Secretary to the Telegraphists' Cramp Committee. 

OFFICE, 

C'' ---~ ~ . ~ ______ Staff). 

1. Age in years 

2. Particulars of service with dates 

3. How long have you been using the 
1\!orse key ? 

4. Did you receive regular instruction? 
or did you teach yourself as best 
you could? 

5. Can you use either hand in sending? 
If so, why did you learn to use 
your second hand ? 

t6. How many hours are you generally 
employed per day in-

(a) up and down work? 
(b) sending? 
(c) receiving? 

7. Have you ever felt, whilst keying-·
( a) pain 

(b) loss of control over your in~ 
st.rument 

(c) any other difficulty in sending 

If so, state when and in what circum
stances the symptoms commenced 
and describe them as clearly as yo~ 
can 

S. Have you any explanation of your 
own of these symptoms (e.g. iatigue 
rheumatism, indifferent health' 
&cJ? , 
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9. Have the symptoms continued the 
same to the present time? or have 
they ceased or. altered their cha
racter? and do ;ou always expe
rience them whilst keying? 

10. Do you have any similar difficulty in 
doing other things besides keying, 
such as writing, using knife and 
fork, needle, &c.? 

51 

Signature _________ _ 

• Insert ''male " ot· ''female " as the case ma v be. 
t If you are employed on rotating dutie3 gi>e· these particulars in respect of the week ended l:'laturday last. 

APPENDIX C. 

RESliLT of personal examination of 148 Telegraphists (all who were available) 
of the "F" Division of the Central Telegraph Office. 

Number of TelegrapHsts examined who bad difficulty in Keying. Number of Telegrapbiots 

Difficulty due to Difficulty due to "fatigue 
examined who bad no difficulty 

Difl:iculiy clue to" Cramp." " early subjective st.age or other causes." in Keyiog. of Cramp." 

7 6 80 55 

Note.-None of the Telegraphists who had difficulty in keying was disabled from 
performing his allotted duty. 

APPENDIX D. 

ANALYSIS of the replies to the Circular (Appendix B) (excluding those from 
the "F" Division of the Central Telegraph Office). 

Complaints of "difficulty" in Keying. 

Complaints suggesting No Complaints. ' 
ComplaintR suggesting museular fatigul'! ~ 

- " ,':"';' early subjective or other causes of I 
Total. 

stage of Cramp. diffieulty. 
! 

Number. PereentiLtre. Number. Percentage. Numher. Percentage. Number. Percentage. I 

Form~ { ~len - 177 65·3 
I 

4•8 41 1•1 1,060 28•8 2,406 3.684 
signed - Women 42 2·4 15 0·8 420 23·8 1,291 73·0 1,768 

Forms {Men - 68 9·5 11 ]·5 406 56•5 234 32·5 719 
unsigned Women 26 2·6 

ft 
2·4 474 47•9 467 47·1 991 

Total { M.en - 1 245 5·6 1·2 1,466 33·3 2,640@ 4,403 
\\omen 68 2•5 I 1•4 894 32·4 1,758 63·7 . 2,759 

Grand Total " 313 
I 

4·4 ~ 1·3 2,360 I 32·9 4,3981 61·4 I 7,162 
I 

I I I 

H 2 
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APPENDIX E. 

Sr.HEMES'T showing, in respect o£ Telegraphists affected with Cramp 
ju early or developed stages, the length of service involving use of Morse key 
which they had had when difficulty was said to have been first experienced. 

Males. Females. ~ 

Total Male and 
Servke in \"ears. 

I I I Unsigned. I Female. 
Signed. Unsigned. Total. signed. Total. 

1 1 2 3 1 - 1 4 
2 2 3 5 2 - 2 7 
3 2 2 4 4 3. 7 11 

4 3 1 4 6 I 7 11 

5 6 - 6 1 2 3 9 

6 4 3 7 4 2 6 13 
7 4 2 6 3 2 5 11 

8 5 - 5 I 3 4 9 
9 6 2 8 - 3 3 11 

10 9 4 13 1 4 5 18 
11 9 2 11 1 1 2 13 
12 7 4 11 - 2 2 13 
13 4 2 6 - - - 6 

14 4 2 6 2 I 3 9 
15 7 1 8 1 - I 9 
16 10 3 13 1 1 2 I5 
17 3 3 6 - 1 I 7 
18 5 2 7 - - - 7 
19 8 3 11 I 1 2 13 
20 I2 2 14 - - - 14 
21 4 - 4 - 1 I 5 
22 7 1 8 ' 8 - - -
23 3 - 3 - - - 3 
24 3 1 4 - ' - 4 
25 3 I 4 - - 4 
26 I 1 2 - - 2 
27 I l - - - 1 
28 - - - - -
29 1 - I - - I 
30 1 - 1 - - I 
:11 - - - - - - -
32 1 - I - - 1 
33 1 1 - -· - I 
34 - - - - -
35 I - I - - - 1 
36 1 - I -- 1 

138 48 186 29 28 57 243 

Note.-In 174 replies this information was not given. 

APPENDIX F. 

AMBIDEXTERITY AMONGST CRAMP SUBJECTS. 

! 
~umbei' of Cramp Subjects Ambidextrous. I Number of E)~ 

Amhidext rous '1 
Cramp Subjects ..<:l~ 

Se·~ond Hand Reason for use 
.,,.. 

not "'O 

l'<'fore devel•'Jl· ; Ui<e<l when first of Second Hand Total Number Ambidextrous. ~~ 
~ iug Cr:unp. '

1 

Cramped. not stated. Ambidextrous. "a "Cg 0 "'""' 
1i 

... ~ E-< 
I ~ 

..,: 
.-d ~~ 

~ ] n 5 "' 'ti 
S: -~ ~ ] <l) ] "" ~ "5:0 

'i 
I 

SQ -~ 1:1 

-~ 'i ~ 0 'fi] 0 !:l) 0 b zS 
'i. c:: :c E-< E-< 

I ;;:;, :3 OCl ~ 00 E-t OCl E-< -<l 
p 

Male - •)! '· 9 33 129 177 12 4 16 165 61 226 65 19 84 310 -2 i -
FemaltJ - 4 i 6 35 6I l 4 5 38 34 72 17 16 33 2 107 

Total- i :?6 i 13 ! 39 16-t 238 13 8 21 203 95 298 82 35 117 2 417 
I I I 
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APPE:NDIX G. 

STATEMENT of the Number of Telegraphists affected with Cramp in early or 

developed stages who had received regular instruction in Telegraphy. 

Regular Instruction. I 
:So Regular Instruction. 

Information Total. -
I Vnsigned.j I I t"nsigned., 

not given. 

I 

Signed. Total. Signed. Total. 

Males· . . - 149 62 211 80 I~ 

~ 
- 310 

Females - - - 41 41 82 u 9 2 107 

Total - -I 190 103 
I 

293 
I 

94 
I 

28 2 417 

APPENDIX H. 

CoMPLAINTS regarding Morse Keys, and Preferences expressed by Telegraphists 

affected with Cramp. 

Complaints. Preferences. 

Keys, Heavy: Lack of Difficulty felt Difficulty felt Single Needle and 

Uniformity in only on only on D.C. Key~. S.C. Keys. Double Plate 
and Stiff. Sounder 

Adjustment. Light Keys. S.C. Keys. Instruments. 

378 136 8 23 23 7 3 

APPENDIX I. 

CoMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the Number of :Movements made per Minute by 
. Typists and 1'elegraphists. 

Typists. Telegraphists. 

Movements per Minute. 
Words Words 

I llovements per Minute (apr-roximate). 

pt>r 
, I 

per 
Minute. Flexor Exten5or Minute. ~- I En~~ I Contractions. I Contractions. TotaL Contractions. Contractions. Total. 

Speed work of 50 250 250 500 40 510 510 1,020 
good operator. 

Sustained work of 35 175 175 350 30 383 383 766 
good operator. 

Sustained work of 25 125 125 250 20 255 255 510 
average operat.or. 

83 
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APPENDIX No. 2. 

List of Witnesses examined pY the Committee. 

Mr. L. D. Barclay, Assistant Superintendent, Class II., Central Telegraph Office, in 
charge of School. 

}Ir. F. Benson, Assistant Superintendent, Class II., Central Telegraph Office. 

Mr. S. J. Ching, Deputy Staff Officer, Secretary's Office. 

Mr. A. S. Coates, Assistant Controller, Central Telegraph Office. 

Miss L. A. Cooke, Telegraphist, Central Telegraph Office, Instructress in School. 

1\Ir. A. E. Eames, Controller, Central Telegraph Office. 

Mr. F. H. S. Grant, Second Class Clerk (Grade I.), Secretary's Office. 

1\Ir. E. L. Hilton> Assistant Superintendent, Class II., Ce~tral Telegraph Office. 

Miss G. S. Lynch, Supervisor, Central Telegraph Office. 

l\Iiss M. L. C. Madgshon, M.B. Lond., Female Medical Officer. 

:Mr. C. E. 1\Iulholland, Executive Committee, Postal Telegraph Clerks' Association. 

Mr. J. Newlands, C.I.E., Controller, Central Telegraph Office. 

Mr. C. C. Sanderson, Postmaster, Leeds. 

Mr. W. T. Smith, Telegraph Traffic Manager. 

Mr. C. Surmun, Chief Telegraph Superintendent, Liverpool. 

Mr. E. R. Tuck, General Secretary, Postal Telegrap4 Clerks' Association. 

Mr. S. \V. Turpin, Telegraphist, Central Telegraph Office. 

hlr. J. Willshire, Assistant Controller, Central Telegraph Office. 
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APPENDIX No. 3. 

Reports from Telegraph Administrations of Austria, 
Belgium, France, Germany and Italy ; and from 

Mr. Newlands about India. 

A letter in the following terms was sent to the Telegraph Administrations of 
Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, and Italy:-

Sir 
' I am directed by the Postmaster-General to state that he i8 making enquiries 

into the cause and prevalence of the disease known as telegraphists' cramp, to which 
officers employed in sending messages with the :Morse telegraph key are liable, 
with a view to finding means of prevention; and if there has been any experience 

. . Your Excellency ld 
of the disease in he would be greatly obhged If wou 

you 
be so good as to furnish him with any available information on the following 
points 

(1) The percentage of telegraphists employed in sending messages with the 
Morse telegraph key who have been found to suffer from telegraphists' 
cramp: 

(2) "'hether the use of any telegraph instrument other than the Morse key 
has been found to cause any disease analogous to telegraphists' cramp: 

(3) 'rhat preventive measures, if any, have been taken in respect of telegraphists' 
cramp: . 

( 4) 'rhat arrangements, if any, are made for the instruction of learners m 
telegraph manipulation : · 

(5) \\'hat rate of working is expected from an expert Morse telegraphist. 

If Your Excellency has h 'nf · h' h uld b l'k 1 -h any ot er 1 ormatwn w 1c wo e 1 e y to 
you ave 

assist the enquiries the Postmaster-General is making, he would be glad to be supphed 
with it. 

The Postmaster-General would esteem it a favour if the information could be 
supplied at an early date. 

I am, &c. 

~Ir. Kewlands was also asked for a similar report about India. 
The following replies have been received:-

TRANSLATlON. 

'ro the Secretary, General Post Office, London, 
Vienna, 12th .May 1910. 

In answer to your commullication of the 30th o£ April last, I have the honour 
to inform you that the appearance of telegraphists' cramp amongst the staff employed 
in working the .Morse apparatus has not up to the present come under notice here. 
Telegraph1sts, of comse, show signs of fatigue after several hours contiuuous working, 
both with the :Morse as well as with the Hughes apparatus, but this is not regarded 
specially as cramp. 

For ease of operating, the key in sounder working is not fixed immediately at the 
front edge of the apparatus table, but 40 em. (15~ inche£) l)ack, so that the operator 
may haYe a support for his arm. In addition, the keys generally are adjusted for 
a small amount of play. 

In the course of instruction in Hughes manipulation, care is taken that learners 
acquire a practical fingering, so as to avoid certain strained positions of the fingers. 

The average rate of working of a skilled telegraphist on ~Iorse apparatus amounts 
to 500 words an hour (six letters to the word). 

For the Imperial and Royal Minister of Commerce, 
(Signed) WAGNER 

H4 



t:>EPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE: OR 'rEtEGRAPHISTS
1 

CRAMP ! 

TRANS:LATION. 
Brussels, 2nd July HllO. 

To the Postmaster-General, General Post Office, London, · 
I have the honour to forward here\vith the information asked for in yonr letter 

of the 30th of A prillast. 

For the Direction General, 
(Signed) J. BANNEUX. 

E~CLOSURE TO REPLY FROM BRUSSELS. 

(1) The percentage of telegraphists employed in sendin~ m;ssages with the Morse 
telegraph key who have been found to suffer from telegraphists cramp. 

Answel'.-The number of authenticated cases of cramp among Belgian tele
graphists is comparatively small, and there are at the present time only a few officers 
.:_10 at the most, out of a staff of more than 1,900 officers-who suffer from this 
affection. 

This satisfactory position is due, no doubt, to the fact that officers are rarely 
required in Belgium to work continuously and at high pressure in the manipulation of 
:Morse apparatus. 

Heavy circuits are worked by means of the Hughes apparatus, and at other circuits 
messao-es are received and sent alternately. 

In °addition, in consequence of a system of direct transmission of telegrams to 
their destination, and the participation of officers of the railway, postal and other 
services in the performance of the work, the rate of working is not generally high. 

(~) Whether the use of any telegraph instrument other than the Morse key has 
been found to cause any disease analogous to telegraphists' cramp? 

An.nver.-lt has not been determined that any apparatus other than the Morse has 
caused any affection whatever analogous to telegraphists' cramp. 

01Ticers suffering from this affection can work the Hughes apparatus without 
di1Ticulty. · 

(3) What prtwentive measures, if any, have been taken in respect of telegraphists' 
cramp? 

A.nswer.-Although cases of cramp are exceptional in its service, the Belgian 
tt'legraph administration has been led to take certain measures to facilitate Morse 
working which will probably tend to prevent this affection. (See on this point the 
answer to question 4.) 

For the rest, officers of a nervous temperament and consequently predisposed to 
cramp, as well as those who are already more or less affected with cramp, are 
recommended to keep a watch upon their style of sending and especially to send more 
slo,vly. If necessary they are relieved temporarily frc,m Morse working and employed 
on writing and other duties. 

Total abstention from manipulation is the chief means of cure in cases of the kind, 
a female officer affected with cramp underwent electric treatment accompanied with 
massage with good results. 

( 4) What arrangements, if any, are made for the instruction of learners in telegraph 
manipulation? • 

..:1nswer.--The Belgian Administration has taken the following measures:-
(1) A light and easily worked key, called "American," is used. The play of the 

lever is very small, so as to require only a minimum expenditure of energy on the 
part of the operator. 

(:!) The leamer is watched to see that in making the signals he does not cramp 
the tiugers nervously or grip the knob of the key too firmly. 

(3) Senlling and receiving are practised alternately; i£ the learner shows the least 
fati~'lle, the work is suspended; besides, the time devoted to instruction in the rules 
and regulations affords in any case intervals of rest for the hand. 

(4) It is forbidden to send with the hand resting on the table this method of 
working causing too much fatigue to the nerves which control 'the fingers and 
forear~. 

(5) Learners are required to learn to send with the left hand as well as to learn to 
send with the right hand. 
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At the present time, r however, arubidex~rous i~structio~ _h~s onlJ been carried 
out to a limited extent. The result of expenence will show if It IS desirable to extend 
it and whether it would not even be preferable for sending to be performed entirely 
with the )eft hand, the right hand being used exclusively for transcription. So far as 
this is concerned, it must be recognized that it is somewhat irrational to impose 
all the work on the right hand; it would seem more logical to divide the work between 
the two hands. 

The objections which have hitherto been raised against the use of the left hand 
for manipulating the .Morse key have not been borne ont by the facts. Some officers 
affected with cramp and unable to send with the right hand are now performing their 
duties quite welllvith the other hand. Besides, in comparatively important offices, 
officers send telegrams readily with both hands. 

In any case, ambidexterity gives officers an opportunity of relieving the right hand 
if this becomes too tired. 

(5) 'Vhat rate of working is expected from an expert :Morse telegraphist? 

An.ncer.-Under normal conditions of :Morse working, as this is practised in 
Belgium, a telegraphist being in communication successively with different offices, the 
rate of working of an 8xpert telegraphist is, on an average, 20 telegrams of 15 words 
per hour, including the time occupied by repetitions anrl preliminaries. This rate is 
easily increased to 25 telegrams if the traffic is steady. 

When messages are sent between the same two offices, the normal rate is 
30 telegrams an hour, and may reach even 40 to 50 i£ there is exceptional pressure; 
Lut Belgian telegraphists are rarely required to exert themselves to this extent, 
circuits where the traffic is sufficiently heavy being generally worked with the 
Hughes apparatus. 

TRHSLATION. 
Paris, 13th June 1910. 

The Seeretary, 
You have asked for information respecting the E'Xperience which has been had 

in France of the disease known as telegraphists' cramp, what preventive measures 
have been taken with regard to it, particularly for the instruction of learners, and 
lastly, what rate of working the French Administration expects of an expert l\forse 
te1egra phi st. 

I have the honour to inform you that cases of telegraphists' cramp have never 
been of sufficiently frequent occurrence among French :Morse operators for the 
Administration to think it necessary to trouble about it or to consider special 
preventive measures apart from the general rules which apply to good manipulation. 

In special cases which have come under notice, the Administration has not 
done more than find other work for officers whose nervous condition has rendered 
them unsuitable for .Morse manipulation. 

The instruction o£ learners is effected partly in special schools, partly in the 
telegraph offices under the direction and supervision of experienced officers. 

The French Administration recognizes that schools are the better arrangement 
for the systematic instruction of learners. 

'Vith regard to the hourly rate of ~Iorse or sounder working, the Administration 
estimates the .average at 25 messages, if the work is continuous. 

For the Minister of Public 'Vorks, Posts and Telegraphs. 
The Director of Telegraphs, 

(Signed) J. BORDELONGUE. 

[In reply to a further enquiry it was stated that the average number of words in 
inland telegrams is 14.] 

TRA:SSLATION. 

Berlin, 22nd June 1910. 
To the General Post Office, London, 

To the enquiries of the 30th of Aptil from the General Post Office resp~<:ting the 
experience which has been had of the so-called telegraphists' cramp, I have the 
honour to reply as follows :-

(1) So far as this Administration is concemed; this disease has rarely or never 
been met with. Morse and sounder instruments are here used only for minor traffic· 
the heavier traffic is dealt with mainly with Hughes and fast automatic apparatus. ' 

Q 9Si9 I 
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fi6 t>EP.ARTMENT.At COMMlTTEE ON 'rEtEGRAPHISTS
1 

CRAMP! 

TRANS:LATION. 
Brussels, 2nd July 1910. 

To the Po~tmaster-General, General Post Office, London, · 
I have the honour to forward herewith the inlormation asked for in your letter 

of the 30th of ·" pril last. 
c • • • * ~ 

For the Direction General, 
(Signed) J. BANNEUX. 

ExcLosunE ro REPLY FRO.M BnussELS. 

(1) The percentao-e of telegraphists employed in sending messages with the Morse 
telegraph key who h~ve been found to suffer from telegraphists' cramp. 

A.r1swe1·.-The number of authenticated cases of cramp among Belgian tele
graphists is comparatively small, and there are at the present time only a few officers 
.:.__10 at the most, out of a staff of more than 1,900 officers-who suffer from this 
affection. 

This satisfactory position is clue, no doubt, to the fact that officers are rarely 
required in Belgium to work continuously and at high pressure in the manipulation of 
Morse apparatus. 

Heavv circuits are worked bv means of the Hughes apparatus, and at other circuits 
mes1:1a o·e~ are received and sent ~lternately. 

In ~·v..ldition, in consequence of a system of direct transmission of telegrams to 
their destination, and the participation of officers of the railway, postal and other 
services in the performance of the work, the rate of working is not generally high. 

(:!) Whether the use of any telegraph instrument other than the Morse key has 
been found to cause any disease analogous to telegraphists' cramp? 

ilnswer.-It has not been determined that any apparatus other than the :Morse has 
caused any affection whatever analogous to telegraphists' cramp. 

O!licers suffering from this affection can work the Hughes apparatus without 
difficulty. 

(:3) What prtwentive measures, i£ any, have been taken in respect of telegraphists' 
cramp? 

1inswer.-Although cases of cramp are exceptional in its service, the Belgian 
telegraph administration has been led to take certain measures to facilitate Morse 
working which will probably tend to prevent this affection. (See on this point the 
nns"'er to question 4.) 

For the rest, officers of a nervous temperament and consequently predisposed to 
cramp, as well as those who are already more or less affected with cramp, are 
recommended to keep a watch upon their style of sending and especially to send more 
slowly. If necessary they are relieved temporarily frc:.m Morse working and employed 
on writing and other duties. 

Total abstention from manipulation is the chief means of cure in cases 0f the kind, 
a female oilicer affected with cramp underwent electric treatment accompanied with 
massage with good results. 

(4) ""hat arrangements, if any, are made for the instruction of learners in telegraph 
manipulation? • 

A.nswcr.--The Belgian Administration has taken the following measures:-
( 1) A light and easily worked key, called " American," is used. The play of the 

lever is Yery small, so as to require only a minimum expenditure of energy on the 
rart of the operator. 

(:!) The learner is ·watched to see that in making the signals he does not cramp 
the fingers nervously or grip the knob of the key too firmly. 

(3) Sending and receiving are practised alternately; i£ the learner shows the least 
fatigue, the work is suspended; besides, the time devoted to instruction in the rules 
and regulations affords in any case intervals of rest for the hand. 

(4) It is forbidden to send with the hand resting on the table this method o£ 
working causing too much fatigue to the nerves which control 'the fingers and 
foreare1. 

(5) Learners are required to learn to send with the left hand as well as to learn to 
send with the right hand. 
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keys were flat on the top, and they had sharp edges. I caused straight bar keys to 
be introduced bearing rounded knobs of a larger size, such as I had been advocating 
in this country for many years past; and all the keys were compulsorily removed to 
the more natural right-handed position, leaving the arm free. 

The Indian telegraphists are chiefly composed of Eurasians and Natives, with 
an admixture of military signallers from the British Army. I should say that all 
the condition!:! were such as might be expected sooner or later to produce cramp 
or muscular tiredness, considering the poor physique of the staff and the quality and 
fixture of the apparatus. In fact, cramp was in its incipient stage in lilany cases. 
But the total amount of telegraphing was not great, and the average speed of 
working was excessively low. Then again, all the principal circuits where there 
was a reasonable volume of business to be disposed of were extrep1ely long, ranging 
from 800 to 1,100 miles in length, and this undoubtedly tended towards reducing 
the rate of signalling. The conditions were therefore special, and different altogether 
from what is comr110n in the United Kingdom. Moreover, as the staff was far in 
excess of the actual requirements, the work done by most o£ the staff was of a very 
ligb t character. 

(2) \Vith the exception of a very few Wheatstone and Baudot sets of apparatus 
and one " .Murray," the use of the Morse key and sounder was universaL 

(4) In India the training was somewhat primitive, the apparatus was poor as a 
rule, and the teachers were occasionally either too old or they had themselves 
acquired a defective style. Moreover, schools only existed in the largest centres. 

(5) On the principal circuits in India the rate of signalling was in most cases 
good, as good indeed as anything we have in the United Kingdom, but this was 
due to the payment of a rate per message after a fixed number had. been disposed 
of. I found numerous instances where 40, 50, and 55 messages per hour had been 
dealt with, but in view of the abnormally long wires and overloaded circuits 
containing too many offices joined together, it was impracticable to obtain such 
high general averages as are common in this country, consequently I fixed a 
lower limit. · 

nth June 1910. (Signed) J. NEWLANDS. 

PRDWIPAL TELEGRAPH SYSTEMS in use in various CouNTRIES of EuROPE and in INDIA 
1907, extracted from the GENERAL TELEGRAPH STATISTICS issued by the · ' 

INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAPH UNION. 

Systems. Austria. I Belgium. France. Germany. Great Britain 
India. Italy. and Ireland. 

! 

Morl->e (printers and 
sounder~). 

6,047 
I 

2,749 14,416 16,059 10,155 ;;} 12,.')12 7,642 

Wheatstone . - - 6 13 516 - 113 
Hu~hes "' ~. q I• - 363 99 899 1,174 ll1 - 309 
Baudot - - - 4 - 292 7 3 - 25 
A.B.C. • - . - - 247 - ! 4,171 - ·-
Single needle- - - - - 860 - -
Telewriters - - - - - 284 I - -

~ I 
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APPENDIX No. 4. 

Report by Mr. Purves on Telegraphists' Cramp in 
the United States. 

For the Committee, 
During a recent visit to America I endeavoured to gather some information 

reO'ardinO' the prevalence o£ telegraphists' cramp among the operators of the public 
tekgraph companie~ of the Unjte~ States, and the general ?perating conditions 
bearinO' on the subJect. The Natwnal Post Office does not mclucle a Telegraph 
Depart~ent: the who~e internal t~legraph business of the cou~try, ap~rt from 
the private work of. railway compames and of nu1~erou.s ~ommercial establishments 
which transmit their own telegrams over leased hues, IS m the hands of two large 
competing companies, the " vVestern Union Telegraph Company " and the "Postal 
Telegraph Company." These companies together employ about 35,000 male aud 
5,000 female telegraphists. The Postal Co.mpauy's system i~ confined to the service 
of the larO'er towns. Both companies are pnvately owned and conducted. As public 
service c~rporations they are subject to a certain amount of State supervision on 
the part of "public service commi~ions," but this supervision is practically restricted 
to the rates char,ged for the ~ervice and does not appear to have at any time involved 
interference with the conditions of employment of the personnel. The operating 
staff at the various offices is not placed upon a permanent basis of establishment as 
in the British Post Office telegraph service, and the average period for which a 
telegraphist is employed at any office is comparatively short. Additional operators 
are engaged, or the force is reduced by discharges, according to the requirements 
of the service for the time being. Remuneration does not depend upon length of 
service, but is based simply upon the quality of the work which an individual is 
capable of doing. There is always plenty of demand somewhere for skilled tele
graphists and they move about from place to place very freely. Many operators 
seem to make a point of introducing as much variety as possible into their lives 
by £reqnent changes ; indeed, some of the more adventurous spirits make a regular 
practice o£ consulting their comfort by moving southwards for the winter and coming 
northwards into cooler latitudes in summer, in each case taking the chance of finding 
employment in the localities where they seek it. 

Such conditions do not favour the accumulation of definite statistics with regard 
to such matters as telegraphists' cramp, and it is not surprising that the amount 
of helpful information available is but slight. There has been no general study 
of the subject from a medical standpoint, and neither company has ever instituted any 
systematic inspection of men affected. It is therefore impossible to say what 
proportionate number of cases observed has been due to the occurrence of true 
cramp as distinguished from breakdown due to muscular or nervous fatigue. AU 
are referred to in general terms as ''cramp" or "Joss of grip." Even on this 
basis there are no regular statistics available, and an idea o£ the prevalence of the 
affection can only be obtained by consulting experienced officials of the companies. 

The controlling officers of both companies gave the utmost possible assistance 
by directing my enquiries into quarters where the most reliable information was 
likely to be found, and by collecting the opinions of their supervising staff upon 
nrious points as far as practicable. 

,. .The proportioL of operators showing symptoms of cramp is stated by the vV estern 
l. nwn Company to be 4 per cent., and the Postal Company place ·the figure at about 
10 pt>r cent. The percentage of males and females affected is approximately equal. 
The sympto:ns usnally become evident after about five years' service; they affect 
the m;u, wnst, and fingers, and generally develop slowly, accompanied by increasing 
er::unpmg of the: muscles and pain in manipulation. Cases of cramp are noticeably 
more frequent on fast working wires than on the more moderate wires but it is 
thought that physical predisposition rather than overwork is the primary ca~1se. 
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There is no record o£ any bad case of cramp having been permanently cured., 
but instances have been known where a change to other work for a few months ha3 

" in incipient cases. 
naJrtHml:ars were furnished regarding the output o£ operators' work :-

Number of messages sent and received by each operator in a day at 
principal offices :-

Average of all wires 

Average on main trunk wires 

Ordinary circuits, average 

''Bonus" circuits, average 

AYerage speed in words per minute 

Average number of words per message -

Average numhcr of letters per word 

Western Union 
Company. 

150 

300 

20 

32 

5 or 6 

Postal Company. 

200 to 300 

400 to 600 

15 to 30 

30 

5 

The highest number o£ messages sent and received by an operator in a day, 
quoted by the Postal Company, referFl, as indicated., to important circuits on which 
a bonus is paid for rapid working. 

Since returning to this country I have been in correspondence with the officidA 
of the Postal Telegraph Company regarding the maximum daily output o£ work 
per operator, and have been furnished with the following return Rhowing the total 
number of messages handled each day during the month of April 1911-Sundayl:l 
excepled-betweeu the hours oE 8 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. on four important ''bonus" 
circuits. It is stated that the work done during the half hour when the operator 
in charge of the circuit was at lunch has not in any case been included in the t.otal. 

Entire Month of A.p1·il from lst to 30th, 1911. 

Number of messages handled between 8 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. :-

I X Boston -- I Buffalo,_ N. ¥. E. Chic.ago. X Philadelphia. 
I 

Overfio\V Circuit.. 
I 

Rent. Received. Sent. Heceived. Sent. Received. Sent. Received. 
bt 313 317 465 522 200 125 446 48!1 
2nd Sunday Sunday Sunday Sunday 
3rd 255 360 520 564 262 189 501 592 
4th 312 400 511 445 248 214 557 675 
5th 438 .')37 686 539 400 343 772 770 
6th 544 449 668 513 454 459 530 692 
ith 493 506 4~6 539 ::!87 181 518 609 
~th 4~6 413 481 466 189 267 428 462 
9th Sunday Sunday Sunday Sunday 

lOth 438 475 520 554 600 644 568 597 
11th 548 481 503 522 223 138 542 615 
12th 519 523 495 543 355 34!-l 534 601 
1:3th 525 507 37ti 21.) 203 429 569 668 
14th 550 489 59H 423 223 4fil 320 203 
I.ith 460 453 513 52-l 262 337 48~) 598 
16th Sunday Sunday S•mday Sunday 
l 7th .566 468 565 554 393 219 559 450 
!Sth 502 4l.'i 520 554 287 209 -!83 597 
Hlth 578 477 547 559 89 4 501 496 
20th 503 433 555 488 312 347 480 524 
2ht 531 401 524 469 100 127 417 ,),)2 
22nd -196 277 640 400 117 100 440 44.5 
2:Jnl Sunday Sunday Sunday Sunday 
:lith I 431 435 421 344 345 303 597 600 
2.ith I 457 302 475 417 130 148 518 538 
26th I 236 365 552 521 373 332 572 496 
27th 182 249 

! 
532 530 266 23£1 562 .J73 

28th 171 400 609 51)7 16t! 200 579 601 
!Wth 245 312 .329 531 363 457 j()7 ;):!!; 
aoth I Sunday Sunday Sm11ln.'· Snn•la.r 

-~ 

I 3 
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It will be noticed . that on three occasions the claily output of an operator t>xceeded 
iOu messages, on 14 occasions it was between 600 au:l 700, and on 68 occasions it 
was between 500 and 600. The return may be summansed as follows :-

I 
Busi<,st Day. Average for Month. 

Circuit. ! 
Total. i 

Hourl.v 
Daily. Houl'ly. . . . I Average . 

..! 
I 

Xew York to Buffalo-sent . . . . - . 578 64·2 431·16 47·9 
Do. -received - . - . - 537 59'6 417·76 46·4 

Xew York to Boston-sent . - . - - - i 600 66·6 273·96 30·4 
I 

Do. -received - - - - . I 644 71·5 272•44 30•2 
(Circuit n~ed for overflow only.) 

' I 686 76·2 531·64 X ew York to Chicago-sent - - - . - - 59 
Do. -recei ,·ed - - . - - I 567 63 492·12 5±·7 

~ew York to Philadelphia-sent - - . - - i 772 85·7 527·20 58·6 I 

Do. -received - - . . j 770 85·5 558·80 62 
i 

Each of the wires in question is a hand-worked duplex Morse circuit, operated 
either by an ordinary Morse key or by a "Vibroplex" key at the will of the sending 
telecrraphist. It was stated that traffic during the month covered by the return was 
som~what below the normal; in response to an enquiry as to whether operators 
could maintain such high speeds of working without injury, the Superintendent of 
Traffic replied as follows Bonus operators, as a rule, stand the strain without 
" serious results. An occasional short leave of absence seems to keep those of a 
" nervous temperament in proper working condition. \Ve seldom have to assign 
" them to less strenuous duty." 

Mr. A. S. Hibbard, of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company and Western 
Union Company, who is at present in England, kindly ascertained by cable that the 
honrly average of all operators in the New York Head Office of the ·western Union 
Company !luring the entire month of May 1911 was 18 ·54 messages. This average 
inelndes the whole of the night and also Sundays and holidays. The highest number 
of messages handled during May by a single operator in a day of nine working hours 
was 4i)2, the hourly totals being as below:-

37 
41 
70 
65 
16-hal£ hour (lunch). 
51 
65 
37 
45 
25-:-hal£ hour. 

452 

It may be mentioned that the output in messages per hour, with a given length 
of message and at a given speed of sending in words per minute, is greater in 
America than in England on account of the fac.t that the sending operators are 
generally trained to time and initial the messages with the left hand, and are thus 
able to work straight on without any intervals between messages. This condition 
calls for very expert receiving at the other end of the line, and in this connection 
tlw general use of typewriters, referred to later, is a factor of importance. The 
additional speed of typing as compared with writing in manuscript enables the 
receiving operator to deal with the timing, &c., of the successive message forms 
while retaining the commencing particulars of the next message in mind, and 
afterwar~ls to overtake the sender much more rapidly than would be possible by 
manuscnpt work. . , 

The period of duty exclusive of meal relief is nine hours for day work and 
j! hour-s for night work. 

'~hen• is no fixed li~:Ut to the time an operator may be engaged in continuous 
St'nd~Hg on a dnJ?l~x w1re. The matter is left to mutual agreement between the 
•;endmg mhl reee1nng operators: sometimes half a day is spent on each class of 
• lnty, hut muru frequently the operators interchange at two-hourly intervals. 
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The an:tage rar- of o:rerators in tbe WeE,tern 'Cnicn Crrur:ms is t6 do1lars a 
month for m&les a~d 50 dollars for females, tbe actual n:mtmeration in each ca~e 
being ba:se~ on the ability .and experience of th~ operator and the amount of ~ork 
he or she 1s capal)le of domg. In the Postal Company operators an~ graded mto 
three classes according to ability, and their remuneration ranges from 40 to 
!J:} dollars a month. 

Operators are not entitled. to any leave, but usually arrange to take an annual 
yacation of one or two weeks mthout pay. 

All floor supervisors are practical telegraphists, and it is their duty t\: see that 
a proper output of work is maintained by each operator. At all the principal offices 
a record is kept at the circuit to show the w-ork done each hour by eYery indindual 
operator. These records form the basis according to which operators are graded 
and remunerated, and superYisors are required to watch their operators' records 
to see that the amount of work done is satisfactory for the ci:rcuif s to w-hich they 
are assigned. In the Postal Company the hourly averages per operator for all 
oflices are scrutinised and recorded at headquarters, but in the \\estern Union 
Company the returns are only centralised in districts. In both Companies, however, 
a periodical statement showing average operating cost per message at each office 
is used at headquarters as a means of comparing the relative efficiency of the 
various offices. 

The Morse signalling keys used throughout America are of the lightly constructed 
"dosed circuit'' form, having hard metal contacts and shallow- dished finger knobs, 
with which the Committee are already familiar. The keys are planted about a foot 
from the edge of the table instead of close to the edge as in England. The operators 
invariably rest the forearm on the table when signalling, and the points of the first 
two fingers are generally used to depress the key, a little assistance being given by 
side pressure of the thumb on the edge of the knob. Young operators are taught to 
rest the forearm on the table and to hold the key in the manner mentioned, but 
neither Company maintains any operators' school, and the instruction given does not 
appear to be at all systematic. Operators are expected to have attained a fair degree 
of skill before applying for emplo;yment. 

There is no standard regulation of the amount of play of the key levers or of the 
pressure required to work them, but the keys are readily adjustable in both respects, 
and individual operators adjust them to suit their own convenience. There are no 
types of soft contact or spring contact keys in use. Variations in the size and shape 
oi the finger knobs have been tried experimentally, and knobs made of soft rubber 
have also been tried, but the result has not been such as to justify any departure from 
the standard form of key, which continues to be fitted on all manually operated 
circuits. 

Telegraphists who experience difficulty in sending on the ordinary keys are 
allowed to provide themselves with special keys at their own expense. An adjustable 
drop handle form of key known as the " 20th century key" was observed to be used 
by a few operators in the Postal Company's offices. This key is said by those who 
use it to afford a considerable measure of relief from the strain of sending, but it does 
not appear to be making much progress towards general popularity, although it has 
been freely advertised for several years. The great majority of operators who have 
become affected by cramp, or who experience any difficulty in sending on the ordinary 
keys, resort to the use of semi-automatic keys-" Vibroplex," "Autodot," "Meco
graph," &c. Many forms of these keys are on the market and some of them have 
been already inspected by th~ Committee. The proportion of operators using 
semi-automatic keys is given by the Postal Company as 10 per cent. and by the 
\\'estern Union Company as 6 per cent. ; but the latter Company states that such 
hys are used by quite 50 per cent. of the operators who work the private wires leased 
lly the Company to the public. The keys are in all cases the personal property of 
the operators who use them. They can be readily connected by means of a two-way 
plug and cord to the circuit closing switch of the permanent key on any circuit. 
I may mention that the "closed circuit" system of telegraph working, w-hich is still 
gt>neral in America, does not necessitate the use of keys haYing more than a single 
tontact. The keys used in England and elsewhere, even on the sirr..plest circuits, 
h:n·e fn1nt and back contacts; and ::;emi-automatic keys adapted for similar conditions 
wouhl require to be more complex than those used in America. Further, the Enalish 
keys and system of connections would not permit of the ready attachment 

0 

and 
di,-connection of an auxiliary semi-automatic key. Another point which favours 
the use of these keys in America is that the closed circuit system of working 

I -! 
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CRAMP ! 

incidentally enables the operator to ~1ear, .on his own sounder,. all the .signals. he 
is sending. This is of !lo advant.age m ordmary l\I~rse k.ey w~rkmg, .but 1t pr?vides 
a method 0£ guidance without wh1ch the proper mampulatwn of a sem1~automatw key 
would probably be quite impracticable. 

The Western Union Company raises no objection to the use o£ semi-automatic keys 
by its operators pr?vided proper j~dgment. is used, but the Postal Company views 
them with much disfavour. The V1ce-Pres1dent of the latter Company gave me a copy; 
of an article on the subject which appeared in the Company's Journal, "The Postal 
Telegraph," o£ February last,, and of ~ letter which he is circulating to all the 
Company's managers. The art1cle and Circular letter are reproduced below. 

TnE EFFECT oF SENDING MACHINES UPON QuADRUPLEXES. BY J. P. O'DoNonuE. 

Durin()' a series of quadruplex experiments recently made in our laboratory, the 
detriment~! effects of high speeds of polar reversals upon the common side marO'in 
were clearly brought out. The results of these tests will no doubt be of interest to 

0

all 
chiefs and operators at this time owing to the now general use of sending machines. 

Upon an artificial line representing 6?0 miles of No. 9 copper overhead c?nstruc
tion usinO' standard sets and voltages, It was found that, when the polar s1de was 
ope1:ated ~a rate of 15 words per minute, the common side was capable of a speed of 
40 words a minute. Increasing the polar Rpeed to 30 words a minute greatly reduced 
the common side margin and lowered the working speed to 20 words. Operating the 
polar at 45 words cut the .common ~o 15 words, and running up the polar t~ 60 wo~ds 
rendered the common s1de practically useless at any speed. AutomatiC sendmg 
devices were employed during these tests, so as to obtain uniform signals under all 
speed conditions. 

Now here is where the sending machine comes in. These sending machines are 
very often so adjusted that the dots are m~de at the rate of 50. words a minute 
while the act,ualspeed made by the operator ~s only 30 wm·ds a mmute. When the 
machines are used on polar sides of quads., the common sides suffer a serious 1·eduction 
in working margin due to the high speed dot reversals on the polar side, and 
consequeutly the total carrying capacity of the quad. is lowered without any gain 
whatever. Not only are the high speed dots wasteful of margin, but the lack of 
proportion and rhytlun in the signals is very trying to the receivers. There is no 
gain in speed and much is lost in comfort when the dots are disproportionately 
rapid. The quadruplexes and duplexes have been irp.proved and more improvements 
are coming, but it is bad practice to send out signals known to be much less perfect 
than they could easily be made. Everyone at repeater stations notices that the 
signals from sending machines are apt to be thin and chippy. 

Sending operators always know when the dots are needlessly fast, and they can add 
to the comfort of receivers and help to make good signals by giving careful attention 
to the adjustment of their eending machines. The dot speed should be kept in strict 
relation to the speed of the dashes. 

CoPY m' CIRCULAR LET1'ER. 

To all Managers, New York, 1st February 1911. 
You will get a number o£ copies of a circular in which an article upon "The 

etfect of sending machines upon quadruplexes," by Mr. J. P. O'Donohue, has been 
reprinted from the "Postal Telegraph." 

Please see that each operator in your office reads this circular and try to get 
the co-operation of all operators who use sending machines to so adjust them that 
receiYing operators will not be obliged to worry about the character of the sio·nals. 
There is great risk of error when the receiving operators are nervous because

0 

they 
,ue uncertain about the Rignals, and there is no real gain in speed when the dots 
are too fast. 

Sending mac~nes !-nake the sender's work easier, and they enable some senders 
who ha.Ye lost the1r gnp to do good work, but these sending machines are so trying 
tl) l'E'C't'lVl'fs and so unsafe when they are not properly adjusted that the advisability 
of pr~)hibiting their use is being seriously considered . 

. Y L)U willnotiee th~t .Jlr. O'Don?hue, w~10 is a first class operator thoroughly familiar 
wnh tht' actual use of these machi~es, pomts out that 8ending operators always know 
wheu the Jots are too fast. It 1s very easy for the senders to maintain proper 
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adjustment. Chief operators should supervise the sending from 
also co-operate in sending ou.t good signals. 

Yours truly, 
(Signed) 

these machines and 

c. c. ADAMS, 
Vice-President. 

It is probable that the Postal Company will iu the near future prohibit entirely 
the use o£ semi-automatic keys by operators who are not disabled by cramp from 
using the ordinary keys. 

Personal observation showed that the objections to which attention is drawn 
in the foregoing have a very real existence. In spite of the attention which had 
repeatedly been called to the necessity for carefully adjusting the speed at which 
the dots are sent out by the automatic vibrators of the keys, it was quite common 
to find that dots were being transmitted so fast as to be quite disproportionate to 
the manual elements of the signals. Such sending gives an impression of being 
far more rapid than it really is, and must considerably increase the strain of receiving 
and transcribing at any given speed in words per minute. Cases were observed 
in which signals of this character failed to pass through repeaters, although Morse 
kev signals at the same aggregate speed were perfectly repeated. 

· There is no doubt, however, that the invention of semi-automatic keys has 
conferred an immense boon upon great numbers of American telegraphists, who 
would otherwise have been incapacitated by cramp from continuing in their 
profession, and has enabled them to retain positions in which they are doing useful 
and high class operating work. The Postal Company stated that a number of their 
operators who showed symptoms of cramp had been able to return to the use of 
ordinary Morse keys, alternately with semi-automatic keys, after the partial rest 
provided by the sole use of the latter for Aeveral months, but the Western Union 
Company could not trace any such cases. There is no record in either Company 
of the semi-automatic keys having themselves been the cause of any kind of cramp 
or paralysis. 

The proportion of telegraphic work done in America by \Vheatstone automatic 
or by machine printing telegraph systems is very small. In the ·western Union 
Company it represents only from 3 per cent. to 5 per cent. of the total work, and 
in the Postal Company it is quite au inappreciable percentage. · 

At one time a considerable number of telegraphists suffered from "writer's" 
cramp; but this trouble has now been fi!Urmounted to a great extent by the general 
use of typewriters for transcribing received messages. 

As in the case of Bemi-automatic keys, the typeW:riters used are the personal 
property of the telegraphist3, or are hired by them at so much per month from 
firms who cater for their requirements. Each telegraphist is entirely responsible 
for the up-keep of his typewriter. The companies permit the use of any standard 
form of typewriter; and the types in use include the "Remington," "Smith
Premier," "Monarch," "Underwood," "Blickensderfer," "Royal," "Hammond," 
and "Densmore." From 60 per cent. to 75 per cent. of operators at the larger offices 
u::;e typewriters, but they are not much used at small offices. The \Vestern Union 
Company's system includes many small offices and the proportion of their total staff 
using typew•riters is stated to be about 18 per cent. The Postal Company states that 
75 per cent. of all telegrams delivered to the public are in typewritten form, the 
remaining 25 per cent. being in manuscript. The \Vestern Union Company was 
nnable to give aggregate figures on this point, but made a special examination of 2,884 
telegrams sent out for delivery from their New York Office, with the following result:-

Ty_Pewritten froll?- 1\Iorse sounder - 1,988 or 69 per cent. 
Pnnted by machine telegraphs - - 354 or 12 per cent. 
Written in manuscript from l\Iorse sounder - 542 or 19 per cent. 
Written in manuscript from \Vheatstone slip - Xone. 

I was informed by both Companies that in no case had an operator been discharged 
on accouut of cramp contracted in the servie\3 of the Company. In some instances 
such oper~tors hav~ been assigned to non-operating duties, generally with reduced 
remuneratro~, ar~d .m a~ cases without any compensation. Operators whose efficiency 
as teleg~·aphrsts rs rmparred by cramp have also to suffer some reduction in Reale o£ pay. 

I tlunk t~1~re can be_ n0 doubt that in America telegraphists work under much 
harder condltlons than m England; and the appearance of an average instrument 
~?om there suggests u much more definite idea of strain upon the operating force. 
I he opera tors face each other across tables a bout 3 feet 6 inches wide; and, as a rule, 
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the amount of "elbo~·room" allowed is very. sma~. The. rooms are exceedingly 
noisy on account o£ the large number o£ typewriters m use, and also for the reason 
that with the" closed circuit" system of working the sounders reproduce sent signals 
as well as received signals. The sounders are fitted in small adjustable sounder 
screens which can be brought fairly close to the ear of the receiving operator, but, in 
spite of this, most of the operators appear to find it necessary to adjust their 
instruments &o as to make as much noise as possible and I observed that it had beeri 
thought necessary to extemporise additional resonators in mauy cases by squeezina 
such articles as tobacco tins between the sounder and the screen. There is an air of 
strenuous work throughout most of the instrument rooms, no doubt due to the fact that 
a record of the work o£ each individual is kept and effectively used; and very strict 
discipline appears to be maintained. 

(Signed) T. F. PURVES, 

20th June 1911. 
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Revised Instructions for Sending. 

NOTICE. 

The Postmaster-General wishes to impress upon telegraphists the importance 
of a good style of sending with the l\Iorse key. A bad style prevents good and 
rapid working, and is likely to cause fatigue and may even lead to telegraphists'· 
cramp. 

'fhe Postmaster-General recognizes that one style will not suit all telegraphists, 
and that a good telegraphist may vary his style according to the kind of key he 
is using and for the sake of change ; but there are features common to all good 
styles, and careful attention should be given to the following general directions:-

(1) Sit comfortably directly ~acing the table with the chair a little to the left 
of the key. 

(2) Put the first and second fingers lightly on the knob of the key, the thumb 
under the knob to steady the hand and keep it in position; and let the 
third and fourth fingers hang freely. 

(3) The elbow should be held a little away from the body so that the action of 
the wrist may he as free as possible ; and the hand and forearm should be 
level and in a line with the key. The whole position should be quite free 
from rigidity or constraint; and the chair should be of a suitable height 
to admit of this. 

(4) The signals should be sent with an easy free wrist-action; and no more 
force should be used than is necessary to depress the key so as to make 
definite contact with the bottom stud. 

(5) After each letter, the knob may be momentarily released and the hand 
slightly raised; though this release is not essential provided that otherwise 
the action is perfectly easy and without a rigid grip. 

(6) The knob should never be gripped tightly, nor held so as to cause stiffness 
or constraint. To grip the key requires undue effort, and may lead to 
fatigue and difficulty. 

(7) A tapping style should be avoided and the arm should not rest on the table. 
Neglect of this instruction may also lead to difficulty. 

(J 9579 
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fiR DEPAllTllEXTAL COMMITTEE ON l'ELEGRAPIIISTs' CRAMP: 

APPENDIX No. 6. 

Memorandum by Mr. Purves about Morse Keys and other 
Telegraph Apparatus used in the British Telegraph Service. 

I !:lubmit £or the information of the Committee the follmving notes regarding the 
varioufl f:mns of transmitting keys, &c., used in the British telegraph service:-

(1) l\f ORSE KEYs-( used for manual transmission of the dots and dashes of 
the Morse alphabet). "Keys S.C." (single current) are used on short circuits. 
'rhey are fitted with hard metal contacts. 'l'he amount of play between the contacts 
and the pressure necessary to operate the key can be very easily adjusted by the 
telegraphists to suit individual preferences. 

" Keys S.C. with switch'' are used at offices equipped with "universal batteries" 
on circuits which are worked "double current." They have hard contacts. The 
minimum amOlmt of play is fixed, so far as the telegraphist is concerned; its 
alteration is a workshop adjustment. The operating pressure and the maximum play 
can be readily adjusted by the telegraphists. 

"Keys D.C." (double current) are used on circuits worked "double current" 
at offices not provided with universal batteries. The contacts are made by flexible 
springs. The play of the lever is limited by a leather buffer, and its alteration 
is a workshop adjustment. The operating pressure can be regulated without unfixing 
the keys, but the use of tools is necessary, and the operating telegraphists are not 
allowed to make such adjustments. 

"Keys 6 Terminal, reversing" are used for quadruplex working. The conditions 
mentioned in connection with "Keys D.C." apply also to these keys. . 

(2) DoUBLE TAI'PER KEYS, known as "Commutators," require the use of both 
hands. The l\Iorde alphabet is employed, but all signals are of equal length, the dots 
being struck with the left hand and the dashes with the right hand. 'l'hey are used in 
connection with "Single Needles," an old type of telegraph instrument now used only 
to a very slight extent by the Post Office, but still generally used by railway 
companies. Similar commutators are used by the Post Office in conjunction with 
"Bright's Bell.c;" and "Double Plate Sounders," on. which the signals are produced 
by strokes on two sounding plates of different pitch. 

(3) "WHEATSTONE A.B.C."-The transmitting portion o£ this instrument includes 
a circular range of keys corresponding to the various letters of the alphabet, &c. 
Current is produced by means of a generator driven continuously b;v the operator's 
right hand, the keys being manipulated by means of the left hand. Signals are read 
by means of an indicating needle which stops momentarily opposite each letter 
corresponding to the key depressed by the sending operator. Little or no training is 
requir~d to work these instruments, but the rate of working seldom exceeds five or six 
words per minute. They are only used on private wires and village circuits, and are 
gradually being superseded by the telephone. 

(4) '' WHEATSTOXE AuTOMA'l'IC."-This is a high~speed system in general use on 
busy wires, where it can be worked at a rate of from 200 to 300 words per minute. 
It can be worked " duplex " at practicaJly similar speeds in both directions. Trans~ 
mission is effected mechanically by means of perforated paper tape prepared inde
pendently by telE'graphists referred to as "punchers." The telegraphist in charge of 
the automatic transmitter is known as a "key~clerk." 
. The "Perforator" commonly used for the preparation of the transmitting tape 
meludes three plungers operated manually by means of " punchin ()" sticks." " Dots " 
are struck on the left hand phm()"er "spaces" on the central 

0 
and "clashes" on 

h , h 0 I I 
t e ng t. 

In the. Cent~·al. Telegraph Office, where it is sometimf:ls necessary to prepare as 
many as eight Silllilar perforated tap~s at the same time, a large num her of" pneumatic 
})frjorators " ar~ in .use ; the power required to perforate the ·tapes is supplied 
by compressed mr actmg on valves under the control of three light keys manipulated 
by the op~r~tur. Several forms of "Keyboard perforatoT" (machines in which 
the trausmlttmg t.apes are prepared by the manipulation of letter keys similar to 
tho:5e of a typewntt>r) have recently l1een tried, and their use promises to become 
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permanent although none o£ them can yet be looked upon as standard Post Office 
instruments. They include the Kotyra, Creed, Gell, and Pollak-Virag, associated with 
the Wheatstone system, as well as others which have been designed for use with special 
sn~tems of macl1ine telegraphs. 
· lleeeived signals on the Wheatstone system are recorded in the Morse alphabet on 

thin hlue tape, aud are transcribed by telegraphists known as "slip writers," or typed 
hu typists. Practical working trials are at present being made of the " Creed 
r~ceiving perforator," which reproduces perforated Wheatstone tape identical with .the 
transmitting tape, and of the "Creed Printer," by means of which the signals 
recorded on this tape are automatically converted into printed roman characters. 

(5) The "HuGHES" system is used principally on wires communicating with 
foreign countries. Transmission is effected by means of a "piano" keyboard, each 
lever of which corresponds to a letter or other signal. Received signals are recorded 
in plain roman type on a continuous paper tape. The Hughes system can be worked 
duplex. . 

(6) The: "BAUDOT", is a multiplex printing telegraph, which, as used in this 
country, provides four independent channels of communication on the same circuit. 
So far it is only in regular use on wires to the Continent. Direct manual transmission 
is employed, the letters, &c. being formed by the depression of combinations of keys on 
a five-key manipulator. The alphabet used was specially devised by Monsieur Baudot. 
The signals have to be sent at perfectly regular intervals, and the operator is 
guided in this respect by an audible "cadence" given out by the apparatus. A 
keyboard transmitter designed to take the place of the present manipulator is now 
under trial. 

The Baudot receiver prints in roman type on a continuous tape. 
(7) The ".MuRRAY AUTOMATIC" is not now in use. It was tried recently and 

further trials are about to he made. It is a high speed "machine" system worked 
by means of perforated tape and utilising the "Baudot" alphabet. Keyboard 
perforators are used for preparing the tape, which is then run through the automatic 
transmitter. The signals are received at the distant end of the line on a "receiving 
perforator" which produces a facsimile of the transmitting tape. This tape passes at 
once (without handling) through an automatic translator which prints the messages 
in plain type on the actual forms sent out to the public. The rate of transmission 
is from 100 to 150 words per minute. 

(8) The approximate numbers of telegraph keys and other forms of transmitting 
apparatus in use are shown below :- . 

Total 
I 

. Number Number in Cost of 

Morse Keys. Number 
Number now in stock, use, including First cost maintenance 

I scrapped. including spares held (each). per annum 
purchased. "repairable." locally. per key. 

- -·-- -- --- -~- ----- -~ -·· 

£ s. d. II. d. 
Hard l S.C. • • 

. 7,893 208 1,052 6,633 0 12 6 0 10 
contact 

S.C. with switc~ Keys. . 3,674 34 655 2,985 1 4 6 1 3 

·Spring l D.C. • 
. . 7,552 184 3,346 4,022 3 5 0 3 3 

contact 
Keys. Quad, &c. . . ' 

2,045 138 776 1,131 3 0. 0 4 4 
I 

(NoTE.-Most of the D.C. keys remaining in use are at small offices.). 

Estimated Number First Cost 
muse. (each or per set). 

Double 'ra er {Single Needles .. - -
instrumeJt~. Doub_le \late Sounders and 

Bnghts Bells (complete sets) 180 
A.B.C. Communicators - 3,500 

G50 

Hughes instruments, complete ... U8 
Baudot , , 24 
Wheatstone transmitters - G50 
~eyboard perforators 40 

£ 8. d. 
5 15 8 

12 5 0 
5 19 0 

72 0 0 
344 0 0 

24 0 (J 
70 0 0 

L ~ 
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CRAMP.: 

The statistics of apparatu3 m1intonance costs compiled in the EngineerinO' 
Dt'partment deal ·with complete sets of the various kinds of apparatus, ancr not with 
keys as separate items. It was, therefore, only possible to obtain the foregoing figures 
of annual costs by considering the relationship between the number of keys of each 
type in use and the extent and cost of repairs. For .this purpose " :epair" data from 
1st January 190i to 31st March 1910 were summansed. The penod-3f- years-is 
too short for very accurate averages, and the number of keys in use dnrino· that.~.. 
periocl ran only be estimated approximately without entering into· very lab~rious 
detail.. '.fhe following statement show·s how. the figures w~re. ar~ived at ; and they 
may, It 1s thought, be accepted as a reliable general md1catwn of the cost of 
maintaining the various types of Morse key. 

Type of Key. 

Pe1·iod 1st .January 1907 to 31st Mar·~h 1910. 
3· 25 years. l<'requency of 

repair from 
I ~----.,....-----------1 foregoing ~lata 

Estimnt.ed Average cost ( 1) X 3 • 25 
number of repair. (2) 

Cost of 
maintenance 
per key per 

annum. 
(3) 

u5 

s. 
"S.C." (hard contact) • • 
"S.C." with Switeh (hard contact) 

5,500 
8,000 
4,000 
1,000 

2,765 
3,118 
6,091 
1,197 

4 
0 
0 

6~ years 
3i ,, 
21. 

0 10 
1 3 
3 3 
4 4 

•• D.C.'' (~pring contact) -
Quadx. &c. (spring contact) 12 0 21 4 , 

(9) 'Vitb reference to the suggestion of the Postal Telegraph Clerks' Association 
that the "Double Plate Sounder" system should be reintroduced, I submit the 
following statement in which its cost is compared with that of the ordinary Morse 
system as now worked on short circuits :-

First cost, per station. 
Approximate cost of 

System. engineering mnintenance 
Detnil. Totnl. per annum. 

£ s. d.': £ s. d. £ s. d. 
Double Plate Sounder (central Commutator and cover • 2 9 6: 

ottiee~). Sounder D.P. 900w, in-
eluding 2 plate sounders, 
ga1'1"anometer, and 
screen - . - 4 18 3 

Relay B neutral - - 3 18 9 
2 Res. Coils MC - - 0 19 8 12 6 2 15 0 

(Battery cost omitted.) 

Do. (out offices) As above . . - 12 6 2 App. - 1 10 0 
l>lus batteries . - 5 8 6 17 9 8 Batt, - 3 0 0 

4 10 0 

~in,.dc .X ee,Ue ( ~~ut offices) - Inst. - - - • 5 18 ,.g App. - 0 8 6 
Batteries - . . 4 6 6 10 5 2 Bntt. 210 0 

2 18 6 -
Common Battery Mor5e Sounder Sounder Pold., D - - 2 1 0 

( •·eutml office~). Screen - . . - 0 13 10 
Key S.C. - - • 0 12 6 
Coil Hdgg. 3000w - - 0 3 3 
Galvr. S.C. - . • 2 1 0 
Condenser 2 m.f. - - 0 5 11 5 17 6 7 ~0 

(Battery cost omitted.) 

Do. (out offices) Sounder Po1J., D - • 2 l 0 
Key S.C. - - • 0 12 6 
Condenser 2 m.f. . - 0 5 ll 2 19 5 10 6 
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The figurPs gh'en above do not show the cost of apparatus adjustments made 
from day to day by the traffic branch. The amount of readjustment required by 
D.P.S. apparatus exceeds, several times over, that necessary for the C.B sounder 
system, and the consequent interruptions of communication are correspondingly more 
numerous. In the D.P.S. system, intermediate offices at some distance from the main 
line route have to be served by double wires looped into the office from the taain 
line. In the C.B. sounder system such offices are served much more rlwaply by 
Ringle wires joined up as spurs from the main line. 

D.P.S. apparatus is not capable of being worked on a " Central Battery " system; 
and, since the instruments at all offices on a circuit are in sPries, the number of 
cells in the battery at each office has to be increased when a new office is added 
to the circuit. 

When there are several sets of D.P.S. instruments in one office, it is difficult 
to secure that the pitch of the sounding plates on the various instruments shall be 
sufficiently uniform to prevent telegraphists. who have to move from one to another 
in the course of their duties, from getting the impression of "reversed" signals on 
some of the sets. 

T. F. PURVES. 

21st June 1911. 
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chairs - 33(8·1) 
8U[!gestions of Medical Sub-Committee 44 
in Belgium 56 

Telegraphists' work : 
as a cause of cramp - - 9 (23), 11 (27) 
returns of Morse sounder working in 

the Central Telegraph Office and at 
Leeds and LiV"erpool 13 (·18) 

and rate of working in the United 
States of America- - 14 (34), 61, 65 

rate of workiug of youug telegraphi~te U ( 3.5) 
on newspaper "special wires" - 15 (·19) 
of young telegraphi~ts in the Central 

Telegraph Office - • 1 i (4.1) 
difficulties of 18 ( 4.5) 
rate of workiug in Au" tria- 55 

, , Belgiutu 57 
., France - 57 

, ,, Germ.auy 58 
,, Italy 51) 
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Telegraph systems : 
other than the Morse - 30 (79) 
relative use, in Central Telegraph 

Office - - 32 ( 80) 
relative use in various countries - 59 
de~cription of various 68 

Telephone : use of in telegraphy - - 31 (79, 80) 

II (26) 
- 17 ( 44) 
- 24 (56) 
- 24 (.57) 

Training of leamers in telegraphy : 
age when training should begin -
in Central Telegraph Office 
importance and object of -
present arran/Cements for -
reeommend.11tious regarding - 24-26 ( 58-65), 

34, (84). 
- 24 (58) 

- 25 (59), 34 (84) 
- 25 (59), 34 (84) 

- 26 (61, 62) 
- 26 (64), 34 (84) 

at teaching centres 
apparatus for -
in~tructors 

methods of 
supervisiOn of -

Twentieth Century key 
Typewriters : use of in America -
Typing: 

as an examination subject -
knowledge of, desirable -

- 30 (78), 63 
65 

22 (53) 
- 32 (82), 34 (84) 

Typists and te1egraphi~t8, movements 
of per minute, compared 42, 53 

l;nited States of America: 
prevalence of cramp in 9 (21) 60 
work ?one by tele~raphists in - 14 (34), 6i, 65 
expertence of sernt-antomatic keys in 29 ( 76), 63 
report _bl Mr. Purves on operating 

condttwns tmd on telegraphists' 
cr:tmp in 6(} 

Vibroplex key - - 29 ( 75-77), 34 ( 84), 62 63 
Western Union Telegraph Company, U.S.A.: ' 

conditions of work and staff • • 9 (21), 60, 63 
prevalence of cramp among staff - 9 (21), · 60 
work done by telegraphists - 14 ( 34), 61, 62 

Wheatstone A.B.C. communicator 31 (79) 68 69 
=h ' ' n eats tone automatic telegraph • 31 ( 79, 80), 

68, 69. 
"punching" • - - 31 (79), 32 (82) 68 

Workmen's Compensation Act : tele- ' 
graphists' cramp scheduled under - 5 (7 8) 

Writers' cramp: ' 
similar to telegraphists' cramp • 4 ( S), 6, 36, 45 
no instance of, discovered in examina-

tion of replies to circular 39 


